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From the Chairman

Winds of Change

by Jeremy Dhondy

click
link

THERE has been much said in the media recently
about whether bridge is or is not a sport with those
who comment having very definite views. Winning
the right to judicial review in the matter of whether
Sport England should regard bridge as a sport is a step
in the right direction. Most heartening has been the
uplift in publicity for bridge: lots of column inches as
well as radio and TV. You can read more on pages
24-25. Whether you would call bridge a sport, a mind
sport, a game, or anything else, its reputation will rise
if we succeed in our action, and you can help by
writing to your MP and local paper to keep up the
good work. Ask them why the International Olympic
Committee regard bridge as a sport, why other EU
countries do, and why the UK does not. If, for
example, coverage in the media and acceptance by
Sport England are achieved, then it may follow that a
programme to increase the number of schools
involved in bridge and minibridge will be easier to
achieve with all the good consequences that will have.

Eastbourne from next year. We will have to learn to
stop calling it the ‘Brighton Congress’. In August 2016
we will have our 50th Summer Meeting at the Winter
Gardens in Eastbourne. One reason for mentioning it
now is that we will be offering some incentives for the
2016 event. You can read more on pages 30-31. The
venue will cost less, thus removing some of the
upward pressures on entry fees; parking is guaranteed
at £2 per day (some local hotels have it for less than
this), and hotels are, generally, cheaper than at
Brighton. Gordon Rainsford, our Chief TD, has
visited the venue a couple of times to ensure we can
run all the events we do at Brighton so the programme should be similar and include the Seniors
and the Really Easy events. This represents an exciting
change and we very much hope that players will like
the new venue and, of course, visit the old venue one
last time this August. I hope to see you there.

Summer Meeting

In 1993 a match started between the EBU and the
CBAI (the Irish Bridge Association) alternately hosted
in Eire and England. It was a friendly and started the
process of getting the Republic back into the Camrose
after a gap of more than fifty years. This finally
happened in 1998 but the event continued without
the international component and the most recent
match was held at Stamford Bridge Club in April (see
page 42) with club, county and officials’ teams. Apart
from being a friendly event, superbly hosted, it gave
me a chance to see the new club premises which were
built from scratch and opened in late 2011. The
building is everything you might want in a club and
the committee which runs it (most of whom were also
actively involved in the project to build it) have
provided what every club might aspire to: excellent
premises, abundant free parking, catering, good use of
technology, a teaching programme, and duplicates
and other events to help newcomers feel comfortable
as well as the traditional programme of events.
Recently the club acquired its 500th member. Thank
you, Stamford, for an excellent weekend.
r

In 1960 Harold MacMillan made a speech about the
winds of change. He was talking about a whole
continent. For the EBU some things which have been
held sacred for a long time are going to change. In
1967 a Summer Congress was held for the first time at
Brighton. August 2015 will be the 49th Congress.
Although the congress has been at the Metropole for
much of its life, it did have a few years at the Exhibition Centre up the road (and one year in Torquay).
My best memory of those years is nothing to do with
bridge but with the TV in the centre showing Devon
Malcolm in 1994 get the best analysis by an English
fast bowler in the twentieth century (9-57 against
South Africa to save you looking).
The event has seen a drop in numbers in recent
years and a reason for this is perhaps that Brighton is
an expensive place. The council are not friendly to car
parkers and hotels are expensive. Brighton on a weekend evening can lack charm. We held a survey about
other possibilities last year and as a result are going to
www.ebu.co.uk
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Pairs Tactics
Lead an Ace vs a Suit Slam
ZIA Mahmood calls this ‘Ross’s Rule’, after
California’s Hugh Ross, a match-point specialist. At
teams and/or rubber you have to consider very
carefully whether as a defender to lead an unsupported ace vs a suit slam; you may set up
declarer’s king and lose a second trick in the suit.
Arguably leading an unsupported ace makes
declarer slightly more likely to make his slam.
At pairs, however, it is normally fairly clear to lead
an ace vs a suit slam, for one simple reason: you will
not go to bed with it and let the opponents make an
overtrick. At pairs, letting them make an overtrick
can be extremely costly.
Take this four-table duplicate, with your opponents having a slam:

Table
Table
Table
Table

1
2
3
4

6´ making 12 tricks
-980
6NT making 12 tricks -990
6NT making 12 tricks -990
6´ making 13 tricks -1010

Your MPs
6 MPs
3 MPs
3 MPs
0 MPs

The defender who cashed his ace at Table 1, so
restricting declarer to twelve tricks in 6´, scored an
absolute top. The player at Table 4, who did not cash
his ace vs 6´ and never made it, scored an absolute
bottom.

´
™
t
®

6

Game All. Dealer South.
´ Q 10 8 5 4
™K943
tK7
®Q4
96
´2
N
J 10 5 2
™Q87
W
E
AJ943
t Q 10 8 6 2
S
10 3
®J976
´ AKJ73
™A6
t5
®AK852
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by Andrew Robson

West

North

East

Pass
All Pass

4´

Pass

link

South
1´
6´

Lead your tA and you’ll make it. Declarer will wrap
up the remaining twelve tricks in double-quick
time, but at least you get your ace.
Say instead you begin with the ™J. Declarer wins
with the ace, draws trumps and plays out ®Q-A-K,
throwing a diamond from dummy. He ruffs a
fourth club, cashes the ™K, ruffs a third heart, then
cashes the established fifth club and discards
dummy’s tK. He ruffs his singleton diamond in
dummy and chalks up the lot. Rats.
HHHHH
Is there ever an occasion at pairs where you should
not follow Ross’s Rule? Yes, there is. Say that from your
hand (and/or the bidding) you are sure no other pair
holding the opponents’ cards will bid slam. You then
have just one priority: to beat it. If, by failing to cash
your ace, declarer makes an overtrick, then you have
only earned yourself the same round zero you would
have scored by cashing your ace and restricting
declarer to twelve tricks. Because no one else is there.

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer West.
´ K32
™K82
tAJ52
®A62
J4
´7
N
AJ5
™ 10 9 7 4 3
W
E
K 10 8 7
t9
S
KJ87
® Q 10 9 5 4 3
´ A Q 10 9 8 6 5
™Q6
tQ643
® Void

www.ebu.co.uk

West
1NT
Pass

North
Pass1
6´

East
2t2
All Pass

South
4´3

1

A point short of a penalty double.
Transfer to hearts.
3
Punchy. ™Q-6 doesn’t look great.
2

West knows that few, if any other, North-Souths
will bid to slam with him holding a weak notrump. He must therefore defeat the slam. If he
leads the ™A, declarer will make his contract.
Declarer will win any trick-two play, draw trumps,
lead to dummy’s tJ and throw two diamonds on
the ™K (having unblocked the queen) and the
®A. Twelve tricks.
However, West should break Ross’s Rule. Judging
that leading the ace of hearts is likely to give declarer
two heart tricks and his slam, West leads a superpassive trump.
Declarer can still succeed though – can you see
how? He draws a second trump finishing in hand,
then leads the ™6 towards dummy to put West in a
fork. Rise with the ace and the play is as though he’d
led the ace at trick one – twelve tricks via the
marked diamond finesse. So West plays low and the
king scores.
Declarer now cashes the ®A and has a choice of
discards. In fact he can succeed whether he throws a
diamond or the ™Q. Say he throws a diamond. He
now runs all his trumps to reduce to a four-card
ending where he, West and dummy all have a heart
and three diamonds. He leads a diamond to the
jack, then exits with a heart. West wins with the ace
but must lead from his tK.
Alternatively, say declarer throws the ™Q on the
®A. He runs his trumps and as he leads his
penultimate trump, West must reduce to four
diamonds and either a club or a heart. Dummy
must reduce to four diamonds and a card of the
same suit West has retained. South leads a diamond
to the jack, ruffs that heart/club, to reduce West to
three diamonds, then ducks a diamond. West wins
cheaply, but must lead from king-ten, dummy
having ace-small and declarer queen-small.
Declarer runs the lead to the queen and again chalks
up his slam.
Do you think declarer would have made the slam
if West keeps hold of his ™A? No – nor do I – he’d
have to read the position absolutely perfectly.
Still, most of the time, remember Hugh Ross –
he’ll stand you in good stead.
r
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Fiction

The Matron’s Textbook Play by David Bird
‘HOW on earth did you get ketchup all over your
pullover?’ demanded the Matron. ‘It is ketchup, isn’t
it?’
‘It must have happened during supper,’ John
Hutson replied.
‘Don’t be so ridiculous,’ persisted the Matron.
‘How can you possibly not remember how it
happened? Your parents would be horrified to see
you in such a state.’
It seemed from Hutson’s reaction that his parents
would not have been unduly concerned. ‘I wiped
most of it off,’ he said.
‘You can put it in the laundry and wear your spare
one tomorrow,’ declared the Matron. ‘Now, it’s my
bid.’
This was the deal before them:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer: South.
´ K53
™J4
tK9652
®872
4
´ 10 9 8 2
N
AKQ76
™932
W
E
Q 10 8 4
tJ7
S
J93
® Q 10 6 5
´ AQJ76
™ 10 8 5
tA3
®AK4

click
link

West
John
Hutson

North
Stefan
Götel

East
Neil
Phillips

2™
All Pass

2´

Pass

South
The
Matron
1´
4´

John Hutson led the ace of hearts and then the king,
Neil Phillips following studiously with the nine and
the two.
When Hutson continued with the heart queen,
the Matron turned towards him. ‘What sort of highlows does your partner play?’ she enquired, averting
her eyes from the unsightly mess on his right
shoulder. ‘Is he showing a doubleton?’
‘Maybe,’ Hutson replied. ‘He’d play high-low if he
had a doubleton, anyway.’
‘Better ruff with the king,’ said the Matron, not
looking too pleased when Phillips followed with
another heart. ‘Goodness me, you boys are deceitful.
You told me he had a doubleton!’
When the trump suit broke 4-1, the Matron could
not avoid the further loss of a trump and a club. She
was one down.
Stefan Götel said nothing, entering the result on
the score-sheet.
‘I can’t be expected to ruff low after he shows a
doubleton,’ declared the Matron. ‘You wouldn’t have
ruffed low, would you, Stefan?’
‘No,’ the German master replied. He would in fact
have discarded a club, not that he had any intention
of mentioning it. The third club was a loser anyway

ADVERTISEMENTS
Although staff of English Bridge and the staff of Danby Advertising (Advertising Agent for English Bridge) take all
reasonable precautions to protect the interests of readers by ensuring as far as practicable that advertisements in
the pages of English Bridge are bona fide, the magazine and its publisher, the EBU, cannot accept any undertaking in respect of claims made by advertisers, whether these advertisements are printed as part of the magazine,
or are in the form of inserts. Legal remedies are available if redress is sought, and readers who have complaints
should address them to the advertiser or should consult a local Trading Standards Office, or a Citizens Advice
Bureau, or their own solicitors. Readers should note that prices advertised may not be accurate due to
currency exchange rate fluctuations, or tax changes.
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and he could then have ruffed a club in dummy to
make the contract.
The Matron gave a small sigh. ‘On the
information they gave me, I played it very well,’ she
said. ‘Virtue will have to be its own reward, partner.’
A few rounds later, the Matron faced the staff ’s
best pair, Bertie Bellis and Percy Cutforth. She
found herself in a slam contract on the first board:

´
™
t
®

N/S Game. Dealer: South.
´ K97642
™85
t8
®KQ65
10 5
´ QJ83
N
Q
™A63
E
W
J9752
t 10 6 3
S
J 10 9 4 3
®872
´A
™ K J 10 9 7 4 2
tAKQ4
®A

West
Bertie
Bellis

North
Stefan
Götel

East
Percy
Cutforth

Pass
Pass

2t
6™

Pass
All Pass

South
The
Matron
2®
4™

‘Lead the trump, will you?’ she said.
Percy Cutforth followed with a low spot-card and
the Matron lost no time in rising with the king.
When the queen fell on her left, she continued with
the jack of trumps to East’s ace. She won the spade
return, drew the last trump and claimed the contract.
‘You played it well, Matron,’ observed Bertie Bellis.
Many of the boys would have finessed the jack on
the first round of trumps. This would win against a
doubleton queen with East but rising with the king
was better. It would pick up not only a doubleton
ace with East but also a singleton queen with West.
The Matron nodded. ‘I was reading an article
about it only last week in Childcare Weekly,’ she
replied. ‘With eight cards between the hands, Madge
Warner recommended finessing against the queen;
with nine cards you should play for the drop. This
deal rather proves that she was right.’
Bertie Bellis suppressed a smile. ‘I wonder what
the great Madge would have led from my hand
against the slam,’ he said. ‘If I lead the queen of
trumps, Percy can win with the ace and return a
trump. It makes no difference that you can win with
dummy’s eight of trumps. The black suits are
blocked and you would have no way to avoid a
r
diamond loser!’

Bertie Bellis led the ®J and down went the dummy.
‘I’ve asked you not to do that!’ exclaimed the
Matron.
‘Sorry?’ Götel replied. ‘What do you mean?’
‘Bidding a slam without using Blackwood,’ continued the Matron. ‘You won’t see me doing that.’
The young German master had to concede on this
point. He could barely remember the Matron ever
bidding a slam.
The Matron won the first trick with the ®A. Since
it was a slam contract, she then paused to make a
plan. The losing diamond could be ruffed in the
dummy, so with any luck there should be no losers
in the side suits. If that was the case, all would
depend on losing just one trick in trumps.
The Matron cashed the tA and ruffed the t4 in
dummy. It was tempting to play the club winners
next, but what could she throw from her hand? All
her remaining side-suit cards were winners, so finding a worthwhile discard would be very awkward.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Heather’s Hints

Identify the Problem
N/S Game. Dealer West.
´ K Q 10 5 2
™A7
t 10 7
®KQ32
N
S

´
™
t
®

West
3t
All Pass

J9
KQ653
AJ95
10 8

North
3´

East
Pass

South
3NT

PLAYING teams, West opens 3t. What call do you
make with the North cards?

LICENSED BRIDGE
When you see the ‘LB’ sign above in an advertisement in the magazine, it means that:

•

The organisers of the holiday have applied for,
and received, a licence from the EBU.
• They may choose to give master points in
accordance with EBU scales.
• These master points will be accepted and added
to player records.
• The bridge will be played in line with EBU
regulations and bye laws, thus affording all players
the protection of playing within the jurisdiction of
the EBU.
All County events advertised have an EBU licence.
NOTE: Any events licensed by another National
Bridge Organisation will not be able to have master
points credited to members’ records save
for Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland
with whom the EBU have a reciprocal
agreement.
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by Heather Dhondy
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It is a tricky hand since you are too good to pass,
but not ideal for any other action. Double is too
risky since partner is very likely to have hearts, and
a 4™ call from partner will leave you feeling
uncomfortable. Overall, it is better to overcall 3´
despite holding just a five-card suit.
What do you respond with the South cards after
East passes?
The auction has got too high for you to mention
your heart suit, so your choices are 4´ or 3NT. I
prefer 3NT as you have diamonds well stopped, and
partner may only have a five-card suit. Also, after one
opponent has pre-empted, the risk of bad breaks in
the remaining suits is increased, which means that
you are often safer in no-trumps because of the risk
either of ruffs in a suit, or your trump suit breaking
badly. 3NT becomes the final contract.
West leads the nine of clubs. Plan the play.
The lead suggests that West has chosen a short
suit and that East holds the ace and jack. Given the
auction, it is a reasonable bet that East also holds the
ace of spades. If you play a top club to trick one, East
will win and return the jack of clubs. Now with the
clubs established, East’s ace of spades entry is likely
to be sufficient to cash you down. What can you do
about this?
The only answer is to play low to trick one. It
allows East to win a cheap trick with the jack of
clubs, but in return you have another stopper in the
suit. East does best to attempt to cut your communications with a heart return. Where do you win
this trick?
In order to keep communication to your spades,
you will need to win this in hand even though your
entries are beginning to get tangled. The jack of
spades is ducked, and West follows to the second
spade. You must be careful to overtake this spade, as
there is a danger that East will duck again and you
will have insufficient entries to establish the suit.
There is no danger that your fifth spade will not be
a winner if you overtake once West has followed to
the nine. East wins the second spade and returns a
diamond.
www.ebu.co.uk

It is unfortunate that East holds any diamonds at
all since West’s pre-empt would normally show a
seven card suit; however, this does not present you
with too much of a problem since you can be sure
that he doesn’t hold any more. Win this trick and
play your ten of clubs. If East ducks this, you are up
to eight tricks, and can now cross to dummy with a
heart, cash your spades and give East the lead in
clubs. He will have to lead a club to dummy or a
heart to your hand for your ninth trick. If he wins
the club, dummy has six winners which is sufficient
for the contract.
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

8643
4
KQ8642
94
´
™
t
®

K Q 10 5 2
A7
10 7
KQ32
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

A7
J 10 9 8 2
3
AJ765

J9
KQ653
AJ95
10 8

The defence did their best to make life awkward for
you, including finding a great opening lead, but
with careful play the contract could always be made.

Heather’s Hints
1. When the opponents open a pre-emptive
bid, expect other suits to break badly. If an
opponent is known to hold a seven-card
suit, the chances that the hand also has a
singleton or void in a side suit are very
high. Consider playing in no-trumps even
holding a major-suit fit.
2. Always stop to think at trick one. This may
be your last chance to make the contract. It
can be best to allow the opponents a cheap
trick, if winners rather than losers are the
issue. On this hand there is no communication to West’s diamond winners, so you
have few losers but you do have communication problems to your winners.
r

www.ebu.co.uk
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New Prize Leads Quiz
OPENING leads are often subjective and virtually any
opening lead can be successful some of the time.
However, bridge is in many ways a game of
percentages and therefore certain leads will gain more
often than others. In each issue you will be given three
hands and the bidding on each, and you are asked to
choose your opening leads from those proposed by
our Quizmaster. Answers will be in the next issue. In
each problem you are on lead as West.

makers of playing cards since 1824

www.piatnikcardgames.co.uk
( 020 8661 8866

THIS MONTH’S QUIZ
Hand 1
´ AQ983
™ A
t K642
® AK2

West

North

Dble

All Pass

East

South
1NT1
1
12-14

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ´9/´8; (c) t2; (d) ®A/®K.

HHHHH
Hand 2
´ AQ65
™ 4
t J 10 6 4
® A Q 10 3

This attractive twin-pack of Piatnik playing cards
(‘Stripes Bridge Double’) is the prize on offer this
month. For information on the new Piatnik
cards visit www.gibsonsgames.co.uk
There are TWO categories in our competition: up
to and including Master, and those with higher
ranking. Please indicate on the top left-hand corner
of the envelope, or in the e-mail subject line, the
category for which you are entering. The first
correct entry in each category out of a hat will win
the prize. The Editor’s decision is final.
Entries to the Editor, Leads Quiz,
23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR,
or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
by 20th June 2015.
Please make sure you include your full postal
address AND rank even if entering by e-mail!

West

North

East

Pass
2t2
3
Dble
All Pass
1
12-14; 2 Transfer to hearts;

Pass
3

South
1NT1
2™

Take-out of hearts

Choose from: (a) ´A; (b) ™4; (c) tJ; (d) ®A.

HHHHH
Hand 3
´ J7632
™ J4
t KQ5
® 542

West

North

East

South
1™
2™1
3NT

Pass
2®
Pass
Pass
3®2
Pass
All Pass
1
Not forcing; 2 Invitational but not forcing

ANSWERS TO APRIL QUIZ: PAGE 48-49
Choose from: (a) ´3; (b) ™J; (c) tK; (d) a club.
www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge Tips
Leading Trumps (Part I)
In trumps do not lead high from a doubleton
unless it is top of a sequence.

THIS is Part 1 of a two-part article. Next time, I will
look at some exceptions and leading from three (or
more) trumps.
When leading against a suit contract most of us
lead high from a doubleton, middle from three
small and fourth best from length. The reason for
this is so that partner has some chance to work out
the count in the suit, particularly if you might be
ruffing. However, when you lead a trump your
length will not be important to partner and in any
case it will become apparent pretty quickly.
In a recent pairs event my partner was sitting East
with both sides vulnerable. This was the auction:
West
Pass
Pass
All Pass

North
Pass
Dble

East
1®
Pass

South
Pass
2´

In third seat, after two passes, he opened 1® (we
were playing a strong no-trump), the next player
passed, I passed and North, a passed hand, reopened
with a double. South jumped to 2´, ending the
auction. I led the ten of spades and this is what
partner could see:

´
™
t
®

KQ3
KJ7
Q8743
84
N
E

´
™
t
®

AJ2
A54
J62
K 10 9 3

Declarer called for the king of spades from dummy
www.ebu.co.uk
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by David Gold

link

and after some thought partner decided to duck,
hoping that I would get in to play another trump
through.
Unfortunately declarer simply took a club finesse,
forced his way to dummy with a heart and
eventually took another club finesse, cashed his ®A
and then ruffed his fourth club in dummy, only
losing three tricks – the heart ace and ace-jack of
spades – for +170 (about average).
The full deal was:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

10 9
10 9 6 3
K 10 9 5
752

KQ3
KJ7
Q8743
84
N
W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

AJ2
A54
J62
K 10 9 3

87654
Q82
A
AQJ6

At the end of the hand I pointed out that a trump
return at trick two would have held declarer to nine
tricks (a great score for our side), since partner can
draw dummy's last trump when in with the heart
ace. My partner said: ‘But how do I know you have
the nine of spades?’
I pointed out that I would always lead my lowest
trump, except with a sequence. So when I led the
ten, I must also have the nine. With the ten of
trumps and a small one I would lead low (or more
likely not lead a trump at all since 10-x is a
dangerous lead). I could hardly have a singleton
spade since that would give declarer six spades and
opening values yet he passed over 1®.
Despite this tip, there are times when it can be a
good idea to lead a higher trump, as a message to
partner; that is what I will explain next time . . . r
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Bridge with a Twist

Computers Get it Write

click

by Simon Cochemé
WHAT do the following phrases have in common?
‘Bid to the four level’,
'Discard the club on the heart ace'
‘Hold up the ace at trick 1’,
‘Bid your longer suit before your shorter’,
‘Ruff the suit good’?
I’ll tell you the answer in a moment.
The spell-check facility on the computer is a
godsend to me, pointing out my frequent typos and
my (also frequent) genuine misspellings. Some
suggestions for proper names were considered
hilarious in the early days, but the joke has waned
and they barely raise a smile now. Kambites
(Gambits), Dhondy (Dowdy), Jeronimidis (no spelling suggestion). See what I mean?
Then computers thought they would start
correcting our syntax and grammar, but that can be
a minefield when dealing with a specialised
vocabulary, where some words have new meanings.
The answer to the starter quiz is that Microsoft
Word thinks those phrases can all be improved as
follows:
‘Bid to the four levels’
'Discard the club on the heart ache'
‘Hold up the ace hat trick 1’
‘Bid your longer suit before you’re shorter’.
‘Ruff the suit well’.
This last example amuses me because elsewhere
Americans (and English football managers) like to
say ‘good’ instead of ‘well’. It is nice to see Microsoft
attempting to hold back the tide of modern (and,
some would say, incorrect) usage.
Here are a few other examples: ‘four clubs is
Gerber’ becomes ‘four clubs are Gerber’; ‘he made it
with a finesse’ is transformed into ‘he made it with
finesse’, and ‘single suiter’ becomes ‘single suitor’.
(This makes sense; you wouldn’t want a suitor to be
married, would you?) One of my favourites comes
from the Bridge Base Online Operator Guide, where
16 English Bridge June 2015
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the instruction ‘click on the “less” icon’ generates the
suggestion ‘click on the “fewer” icon’. For all you
other less/fewer pedants out there, isn’t it great to
see the computer get it right?
If trying to improve individual words and phrases
is a minefield, computer translation of whole
articles is a war-zone. There are some wonderful
apocryphal examples of translating from English
into another language, and then another, and then
back into English: ‘out of sight, out of mind’
becomes ‘blind lunatic’ and ‘the spirit is willing but
the flesh is weak’ becomes ‘the booze is good but the
meat’s gone off ’.
Here is a report on a deal from the match between
Great Britain and Finland in the 1979 European
Championships in Lausanne. It is on the internet in
Chinese. When I was asked if I wanted it translated,
I said yes.
East showed a Weak Two in spades and Tony
Priday, known here as Pulaidi, became declarer in
4™ as South. Now over to the computer:

Dealer North.
´ Q6
™AK54
t Q 10 9
®9542
´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

J 10
Q9873
742
J 10 6
´
™
t
®

AK7543
Void
865
Q873

982
J 10 6 2
AKJ3
AK

West family first lead ´J, dream home lid Q, K club
won eat. Club continued to mention ´A, then
founding a small plum. Makers won second step stone
plum, a ™J, to the West family ™ dream home ™Q and
dream home ™K. Club ace missing door, when he
www.ebu.co.uk

dropped a small pad of spades, Pulaidi our eyes, the
original board has become a fascinating mystery of the
double dream home.
Pulaidi wit, a prerequisite for the completion of the
contract must be made three step stone box, so he in
turn three times a AJQ box, and then a third circle
from the plum dream home, in the hands of two king
to eat, mess becomes:
In case that is not clear, East took two spades and
switched to a club (plum). Priday played the other
top club and led the ™J, covered and won in dummy
(dream home). He then cashed three diamonds
(box) and ruffed the third round (circle) of clubs in
hand. The position was now:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
A54
—
9
´
™
t
®

—
9873
—
—
´
™
t
®

754
—
—
Q

9
10 6
K
—

Pulaidi hands out of ´9, the West family suddenly in
dire straits, really, ‘Sorrow’, whether out of that one
card, only to take a longer shelf and ace. When the
West family to ™7 king dream home discard ®9. Next,
the West family back to lead ™9, Pulaidi in the hands
of ™10 eating, continued out of hearts, dream home
™A-5 after mantis, captured the West family of ™8-3.
Got it? Priday led the ´9. West ruffed in with the
™7 and Priday threw the ®9 from dummy. Now
West had to lead a high heart from ™9-8-3; Priday
won in hand with ten and was able to finesse West
and make the last two trumps.
The Chinese article began by saying: ‘English old
national champion Pulaidi is the most representative
of the British gentleman.’ Indeed he was.
r

NEWLY AFFILIATED CLUB
WElcomE to a newly affiliated club – Wrekin Bc.
It meets on Wednesday evenings in Shawbirch,
north-west of Telford, and visitors are welcome.
more info at www.bridgewebs.com/wrekin/

www.ebu.co.uk
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Traps for the Unwary
The Dreaded 4-4-4-1 (Part II)by Michael Byrne
IN the last issue I started looking at 4-4-4-1 hands.
My suggestions were:
Open 1® and rebid 1´ when holding a red
• singleton,
with 4-1-4-4 you also have the

click
link

doubleton, since with three he would often raise
immediately or bid 3™ on the second round) you
are best off to press on with 2NT to imply a spade
stopper, even at the risk of overstating your values.
For example:

option of opening 1t as your hand dictates.

With a small singleton spade, open 1t and
• rebid
2®; this may lead to missing a heart fit on

•

weak hands, but not on game hands.
With a singleton spade honour and a scattering
of honours open 1NT if 12-14, or 1™ and rebid
1NT if you are stronger.

Singleton Club
Holding a singleton club leaves you with 4-4 in the
majors and it is now important that you open 1™
when you have a normal (12-14) strength hand. The
problem with opening 1t (on the grounds that it
leaves room for partner to respond in a major suit)
is that partner might respond 2® and now you are
in trouble. To reverse on a 13 count holding 4-4 in
your suits is not exactly ideal! I have seen some
players open 1t and re-bid 2t on a four-card suit;
this is obviously nonsense, since 2t will frequently
end the auction playing Acol, and as we have seen
4-2 (or even 4-1!) fits play very badly.
Simply open 1™ and rebid 2t if partner responds
2®. If partner gives preference to 2™ (suggesting a
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´
™
t
®

KJ97
AQ84
K 10 6 4
7

West
1™
2t
2NT
Pass

W

E

´
™
t
®

10 6 3
32
AJ5
KQ963

East
2®
2™
3NT

West will need a bit of luck to make this contract,
but it does at least have the upside of scoring well on
the days when it does make, and the alternative of
passing 2™ will surely lead to a minus score so you
have nothing to lose.
Note that in theory you could miss a 4-4 spade fit
this way, but in practice you won’t as partner should
respond 1´ even if holding four spades and five
clubs (unless he is strong enough to force to game)
to ensure that the major suit will not get lost.
If you hold a slightly stronger hand, 15+ points,
then the best thing to do is open 1™ and rebid 2NT
(15-19) over a 2® response. Whilst occasionally this
may cause partner to over-evaluate his long club
suit, (perhaps pressing on to a slam when he expects
his long club suit to run), on balance it will achieve
the aims of not missing a major-suit fit and getting
your hand across accurately. Note that there is no
danger of missing a spade fit: if partner has got five
clubs and four spades, or six clubs and four spades,
he will bid 3´ over 2NT, in case you have a 4-4
major-suit fit and the bidding proceeds as normal.
There is a slight difficulty if partner does show a
fit though. Say you are 4-4-4-1 and open 1™. What
www.ebu.co.uk

should you do if partner responds 2t? Now
rebidding 2NT with a small singleton in an unbid
suit is quite abhorrent.
I would suggest on the minimum hands (up to15
or poor 16) just raise to 3t, and on the better hands
(good 16+) bid 4® to show support and shortage (a
splinter bid). It’s interesting to note that a response
of 2t to 1™ is almost always a five-card suit on
frequency grounds and the nine-card fit will give
you added strength.

Stronger hands
So far we have concerned ourselves with normal
strength opening bids, ones where you only need
one rebid, then expecting partner to take charge of
the auction. Now we are going to tackle some of the
real problem hands, when you hold both a good
hand and an awkward shape.
Here are three near game-forcing hands that
present problems in any normal system:

Hand A
´K
™ A Q 10 7
tKQ97
®AQJ4

Hand B
´ KJ97
™5
tAKQJ
®AQJ6

Hand C
´ AKJ8
™ AKJ7
t 6
® AQ32

Hand A can probably open 1™, as if it is passed out
partner won’t have good support and probably not
enough to make 3NT. The trouble arises if partner
does respond (1´) as now a rebid of 2NT (18-19)
does not do the hand justice and can be passed.
Probably the least of evils is to open 2NT, evaluating
the hand at about 20 points (knocking off a bit for
the singleton king and adding a little on for the ™10
and t9).
click
Those who remember my article on openlink
ing 2NT in the June 2012 issue (page 15)
might recall that I stressed that ‘a hand with a
singleton should never open 2NT when there is an
alternative’ but this hand has no real option.
Hand B cannot even consider opening either 2NT
or a strong bid. You have to open at the one level
and the easiest suit for partner to respond to is if
you open 1®. However, if you do that and partner
responds 1™ you have to risk either losing your solid
diamond suit (by bidding 2´) or losing the major
suit by bidding 2t. The most practical thing to do
is to open 1t and jump to 2´ (game forcing) over a
www.ebu.co.uk

1™ response. The fact that your singleton is in a suit
that partner can bid at the one level is a big plus
point, as now partner can stretch to respond.
Hand C is the worst of them all. It is very
powerful and will make game opposite as little as
five spades (or hearts) to the ten. Should you open
2®? The problem with that is you have no rebid,
and on the hands where a fit doesn’t exist you will
get overboard. You are better off opening 1® and
hoping partner does respond; if he does pass, then
the fourth hand may well overcall in diamonds,
allowing you to make a take-out double and then
raise partner’s major suit to game.
It’s interesting to note that some systems are so
fearful of 4-4-4-1 strong hands that they invent
special conventional bids to deal with them, either
the legendary ‘Roman 2t opening bid’ or putting
them in a multicoloured 2t opening. While I’m
sure these conventions are useful when they come
up, they have simply had their day – they are not a
frequent enough hand type to worry too much
about and do not justify having their own
convention.
Let’s review the dos and don’ts of 4-4-4-1 hands:

Do:
Open 1™ on 4-4-4-1 hands, intending to
re-bid 2t over a 2® response.
Respond 1´ to an opening bid of 1™ as
often as possible, even when you hold four
spades and five clubs (on mediocre hands);
that way a 4-4 spade fit will never go
missing.
Accept that rebidding no-trumps with a
singleton in the suit in which partner has
just responded is often the least of evils.

•
•

•

Don’t:
Open 1t when you are 4-4-4-1 with a
normal strength hand; you will have no
rebid after a 2® response from partner.
Over-value singleton honours (especially
kings) as they do not pull as much weight
as usual; you should always deduct a point
when holding one, sometimes two points.
Push the boat out on strong 4-4-4-1 hands.
They play best when partner has a fit and
can respond voluntarily; if you hit a misfit
with partner, they do not pull their full
r
weight.

•
•
•
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Great Bridge Disasters

Old Scoring

click

by David Burn

link

ONE of the most remarkable disasters in bridge
history occurred during the 1976 staging of the
trials to select the US team for the Bermuda Bowl. I
will present the South hand alone as two bidding
problems. Two? Well, both Souths in the match had
decided to adopt what was then a brand new
wheeze. The opening bid of 3NT, traditionally used
to show a solid minor suit, had been altered so that
it showed a solid major suit with no outside ace, and
the South hand was:

´
™
t
®

AKQ8654
K 10 5
8
K 10

First, you open 3NT. What do
you do over 4™?
Second, you open 3NT. What
do you do over 4™?

You may complain that these are not two problems,
but I assure you that they are. In the first case, your
systemic arrangement is that 4™ from partner
shows five controls – two aces and a king, or an ace

SHAW TAYLOR
26th October 1924 – 17th March 2015
Shaw Taylor, perhaps
best known for the Police 5
programme in which he
encouraged viewers to
‘keep ‘em peeled’, passed
away on 17th March.
amongst his television
work Shaw, who was a
keen bridge player, featured in a series of
programmes focusing on bridge. Those
who like a trip down memory lane, or who
are new to the game, may enjoy
the dramatic tension of Join Us for
Bridge in the video on the online
magazine.
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and three kings. Armed with this knowledge, what
will you do?
In the second case, you do not have any
agreement about partner’s 4™ – he is allowed to bid
4® to ask you to show your major, but he isn’t
supposed to bid 4™. Now that he has, what is your
choice?
This was the full deal:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer South.
´ Void
™43
t K Q 10 9 5 4 2
®Q983
J 10 9 3
´ 72
N
AJ9862
™Q7
W
E
Void
tAJ763
S
AJ6
®7542
´ AKQ8654
™ K 10 5
t8
® K 10

In the first problem, the auction – one of the most
remarkable to occur at a bridge table – actually went
like this:
West

North

East

4™
Dble

Pass
All Pass

Pass

South
3NT
6NT

At this point you may be wondering whether your
author has taken leave of his admittedly rapidly
declining senses, but I promise you that this really
was the bidding. You see, South for some reason
thought that the bid of 4™ had come not from West
but from North, so he assumed two aces and a king
opposite and bid what he thought he could make.
He couldn’t, but it wasn’t as bad as it might have
been. The defence began logically enough with the
www.ebu.co.uk

lead of ™A from West, on which East reasonably
unblocked the queen. This provided South with a
couple of stoppers in the enemy suit, and he lost
only a spade trick and three aces for minus 500.
This, while not the total calamity that minus 1100
(old scoring) would have been had the defence
taken their full entitlement, had all the hallmarks of
a disaster.
But the contract at the other table was as hard to
predict as the contract at this one. This time, the
auction was:
West

North

East

Pass
Dble

4™
All Pass

Pass

South
3NT
Pass

North, who didn’t know what his partner’s solid suit
was, decided to try to play in hearts if that happened
to be what his partner had since he thought that
concealing the spade void might help in the play.
South, who wasn’t in on the secret, concluded that
North wanted to play in hearts even if South had
spades, and since he seemed to have a pretty good
hand for hearts he was happy to let North get on
with it. West realised that a misunderstanding had
occurred, but he had promising defence against
spades as well as hearts, so he doubled what was in
front of him and waited to see if the opponents
would extricate themselves from the mess.
But both North and South persisted in their view
that the other was the player with long hearts –
indeed, South did pretty well not to redouble. This
decision saved him 900 points, for North went five
down doubled in 4™ (still old scoring) and his team
lost 9 IMPs on the board.
r

SCHAPIRO SPRING FOURS
ThE Schapiro Spring Fours has been won by
Frances hinden, Jeffrey Allerton, Jon Cooke
and Graham Osborne. The second seeds
went undefeated throughout the competition, beating in the final the 8th seeded Vitas
team: Lotan Fisher, Ron Schwartz, Vitas
Vainikonis, Wojtek Olanski, Waseem Naqvi
and Dror Padon. They won the 32-board final
by 4 IMPs, though by virtue of their unbeaten
record could have extended the match if they
were trailing at the scheduled conclusion.
Report in the next issue.

www.ebu.co.uk

A monthly publication
featuring book reviews,
news, quizzes &
competitions, readers'
letters, special
subscriber offers
and much more.
Bridge Magazine's
outstanding team of writers cover every
aspect of the game and deliver a ‘mustread’ publication no bridge player can
afford to be without.

SPECIAL OFFER FOR EBU MEMBERS:

Register for a FREE
3 month subscription at
bridgemagazine.co.uk

BOX NUMBER 007
Leading holiday bridge company requires
directors, single or with partners, particularly
for this Christmas and New Year period.
Successful directors will be offered further
work throughout the year.
Reply to Box Number 007, Fir Trees,
Hall Road, Hainford, Norwich NR10 3LX
or email: ebu@danby-online.co.uk
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Your Questions Answered
When is a Reverse Not a Reverse? by Frances Hinden
TONY ADAMS asks: The bidding starts 1® –
(1´) – 2t – (Pass). If opener then bids 2™, is
this a ‘reverse’ showing 16+ points?

click
link

suit has partner shown?
• Which
What
strength
shown?
• If partner has tohasgivepartner
preference
my first suit,
• are we higher than partnerto has
already
committed us?

The word ‘reverse’ is simply a description of a type
of auction. For example, we open one of a suit,
partner makes a simple response, and we rebid at
the two level in a suit that ranks higher than our
first suit: an auction such as 1® – 1´ – 2™, or 1t –
2® – 2´. The last bid is the ‘reverse’: this just refers
to the order of the suits and says nothing about the
meaning of the bid. A reverse doesn’t have to be at
the two level, nor does it have to be by opener, but
these are the specific auctions I am focussing on
here.
Playing Acol, a reverse shows extra values (about
16+ HCP), more cards in the first suit than the
second, and nowadays it is unlimited and responder
is forced to bid again. The reason why a reverse
shows a good hand is that it is no longer possible to
play in opener’s first suit at the two level. Even if
responder is weak, he may have to give preference to
opener’s first suit at the three level. After the auction
starts 1® – 1™ – 2t, responder cannot pass the 2t
reverse, but if he makes a weak bid (2™, 2NT or 3®)
the partnership can still stay out of game. Most
people now play a reverse after a two-level response
(e.g. 1™ – 2® – 2´) as game forcing. Responder’s
first bid typically shows 9+ HCP (rather than a
decent 5+ HCP at the one level) which, together
with opener’s 16+, make a combined 25-count.
That should be enough for game.
There’s a lot more that can be said about
uncontested sequences, but here we are concerned
with competitive auctions. These can be confusing,
because superficially similar sequences can prove to
have very different meanings. A common disagreement is whether a bid that looks like a reverse shows
extra values, or is forcing, in the same way as it
would be without the opponents bidding.
The key is to think logically and ask yourself:
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Example 1
Opener
1®
2™

Opp 1
1´

Responder
2t

Opp 2
Pass

Responder has shown diamonds. Unless you have
specifically agreed to play it differently, 2t forces
opener to bid again, but is not game forcing. If
opener had a minimum hand with long clubs, he
would have to rebid 3®. 2™ does not force the
auction any higher than that – in fact the auction
could stop in 2NT now if both players were
minimum. Therefore, 2™ does not show any extra
strength.

Example 2
Opener
1®
2™

Opp 1
1t

Responder
1´

Opp 2
Pass

Here responder has shown spades. Responder has
forced opener to bid again, but could pass a rebid
such as 1NT, 2® or 2´. If responder doesn’t have a
fit for hearts, he may have to bid 2´, 2NT or 3®,
which are higher than the 1´ bid committed his side
to. Therefore, 2™ shows extra strength and should
be treated as a reverse, forcing for one round.

Example 3
Opener Opp 1
1®
1´
2™
1
Negative / Take-out

Responder
Dble1

Opp 2
Pass

Playing negative doubles, responder’s double
www.ebu.co.uk

virtually promises four (or more) hearts. All opener
is doing is ‘raising’ partner’s heart suit to the two
level. Responder can pass 2™, so the bid explicitly
denies any extra strength. The auction is very
similar to 1® – (Pass) – 1™ – (Pass) – 2™.

Examples 4a and 4b
Opener Opp 1
1®
1´
2t
1
Negative / Take-out

Responder
Dble1

Opp 2
Pass

Opener Opp 1
1®
1™
2t
1
Negative / Take-out

Responder
Dble1

Opp 2
Pass

These are the two auctions that most often cause
disagreement. The difficulty comes when you do
not have a clear agreement about the meaning of
the double.
Most tournament players today agree that 1® –
(1´) – Dble promises hearts, but says nothing about
diamonds. A hand such as:
´7632 ™KQ85 tK4 ®873

is a sound, if minimum, double. With that agreement, responder has only forced the auction to 1NT
or 2®, and has not said anything about diamonds.
2t, which may force responder to give preference to
3®, is thus a reverse and shows extra values. Some
pairs prefer a rather more old-fashioned style,
where the double promises both the unbid suits
(this is the original ‘sputnik double’). If that is your
agreement, then 2t is merely supporting responder’s promised diamond suit and is nonforcing.
Similarly, the most common agreement about
1® – (1™) – Dble is that it shows exactly four
spades, with a 1´ bid promising five or more. On
that basis, responder has shown no more than:
´ KJ74 ™9652 tK3 ®873

and opener’s 2t reverse again must promise extra
values, as it forces the auction higher than responder has committed to. There are other variations in common use for this double, and if you play
one of them you must ask yourself the same
questions:
double denies four spades, responder has
• Ifmade
no commitment about minor-suit
lengths, and 2t is a strong bid.
www.ebu.co.uk

Sandy ConStable
Oxfordshire bridge lost one of
its great characters with the
death of Sandy Constable,
aged 95. Sandy flew with the
RAF in WWII and was one of
the top bridge players in the
county for much of his life, forming successful partnerships with Viscount Richard
Parker and others. With a glass of red wine
in his hand, he was still playing well just a
few weeks before he died, usually in a team
with members of his family – the ‘Constabulary’, as they were known.
Sandy was a much valued member of
both Oxford Bridge Club and the Oxfordshire Bridge Association. He played a major
role in getting the plans drawn up and the
building works carried out to make the
Banbury Road premises a suitable venue
for playing bridge. He was a member of the
Club Committee for several years, Chairman of the Club from 1977 to 1980 and President for two decades.
Sandy was also influential in establishing
the OBA County nights and played representative County level bridge for many
years. He served as County Chairman, and
later as President from 2001 to 2007.
In 1997 Sandy received the Dimmie Fleming Award from the English Bridge Union,
to mark his contribution to bridge in the
County; and in 2001 his contribution to Oxford Bridge Club was honoured with the
award of Honorary Life Membership.
Sandy was witty, generous and a true
gentleman of the game. He will be greatly
missed.
(Richard Sills)

If double promises diamonds (the one ‘un• biddable
suit’), then opener is merely showing
support and 2t is a weak bid.
There are many more possible auctions involving
overcalls and negative doubles, but the principle
remains unchanged: if you are bidding a suit
partner has promised, or taking up no extra room
in the auction, then you are not showing extra
values. If you are bidding a new suit and forcing the
auction a level higher, then you are showing a good
hand.
r
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Bridge News
Confessions of a Media Strumpet
by Ian Payn
READERS will probably be aware that in April the
EBU was granted permission to seek a Judicial
Review of Sport England’s refusal to recognise
bridge as a sport. This led to a flurry of interest in
the papers. What you may be less aware of is click
that it also triggered a slew of interviews on
link
local radio, television, Canadian radio and
with various newspapers for some poor sucker.
That poor sucker was me.
I’m the board member responsible for pursuing
our case against Sport England, and attended the
hearing before Judge Mostyn at which we were
given the go-ahead. After the hearing I was asked for
a quote by a court reporter. Our lawyers wouldn’t let
me say ‘This is a great day for English Justice’ so I
contented myself with something banal and benign
– perhaps ‘We are very pleased’. Or ‘You’ve all done
very well’. Or something. Anyway, this made its way
into the press reports, with my name attached. And
so it was me who ended up on the phone and in
studios.

Mixed Reactions
First up was Radio Leeds, on the phone. The disc
jockey, Martin Kelner, was familiar to me as both a
newspaper columnist and an author. That I had not
only bought but also read his rather good book
When Will I Be Famous? broke the ice somewhat.
Kelner was interested and fair, and I think it went
well. I managed to introduce my main themes, that
we weren’t after money but inclusion, and that
failure to recognise us had a detrimental effect,
especially at the young end of our range (Simon
Barb, EBED’s Education and Development Manager
had helpfully provided me with a few cues).
My next engagement went less well. The
drivetime ‘jock’ on Radio Three Counties, Roberto
Perone, was hostile and obviously just wanted to
have a go. He had previously spoken to a sport
journalist called Graham Miller (no, me neither)
who had decried our case as absurd, and said that if
bridge were to be recognised it would be Ker-Plunk
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next. This attitude was typical of a lot of people who
have commented on newspaper and other media
websites, or phoned in with their opinions. A
thought began to form in my mind. All this hostility
– where was it coming from, and why?
Anyway, next up was a request to travel up to
Manchester, stay overnight and appear on BBC’s
Breakfast TV show, called, I believe, Breakfast. I
refused. There wasn’t enough notice. They came back
and said I could do it via link-up from BBC Portland
Place. So, I was to report there at about 7 am.
There followed a half hour conversation with the
Daily Telegraph, which resulted in a decent article
(although I was misquoted, and thus seemed incapable of forming a sentence) and a less helpful
editorial.
That evening brought a phone interview with a
lady called Carol Off, from a Canadian Broadcasting
company show called As It Happens. This, I thought,
went rather well. I’ve listened to it on the web (the
only thing I have seen or listened to), and was happy
at the way that it turned out, although I sounded
about eighty.
Then an urgent call (it’s always urgent) from
Radio 5 Live. They wanted me in the morning as
well. They would also link up to Broadcasting
House, so I could do them, and then fulfil my
engagement with Breakfast. When you’re hot, you’re
hot. I set the alarm for 5.30.
The car arrived, as planned, at six, and we glided
through the light early morning traffic – Fulham to
Oxford Circus took only twenty minutes. The driver
had 5 Live on. It was coming direct from a mosque in
Enfield. I didn’t quite see how I was going to fit in . . .
. . . and I didn’t. At the BBC a nice young man
called Tim took charge of me. 5 Live spent so long
playing recorded pieces from the day before by the
time they got to me it was almost news time. If I
didn’t have another engagement in the same
building, it would have been a waste of time.
After a few minutes in make-up (!), my new best
friend Tim took me to the booth where I’d be filmed
for Breakfast. He helpfully told me the name of the
www.ebu.co.uk

hosts (since I’d never seen the show I had no idea)
but what he didn’t tell me – because he didn’t know
– was that there’d be someone else at the other end
of the line, a personal trainer. Now, this didn’t really
matter, because the personal trainer was neither
eloquent nor made much sense, but it would have
been nice to have been told that I’d have an
adversary. Anyway, the personal trainer (sorry, I
don’t know his name – it was announced but I
didn’t care enough to listen) came up with a parting
shot (or rather, a parting damp squib) which gave
me another clue to what people’s problem was. He
said that if bridge were recognised, it wouldn’t be
fair on ‘real sports’. Hmm. Fairness only goes one way
in Mr Personal Trainer’s world, it seems. Consensus
amongst those who saw it (not available on iPlayer,
alas) is that I won that one. Tim thought so, too.
While I was on the telly, I had four missed calls, all
from Radio West Midlands, who were gagging for
me. I went to my office and awaited the call. I spoke
to someone called Adrian Goldberg. He wasn’t
hostile, but he wasn’t a believer, either. His last word
was that bridge couldn’t be a sport because you could
do it sitting down. ‘What about rowing?’ I said, but
the line to the West Midlands had gone dead.

Why Are People Afraid of Bridge?
At lunchtime I had a jolly chat with Anne Diamond
on Radio Berkshire. She played a clip of Mister
Personal Trainer defining what a sport was. I
pointed out politely (well, almost politely) that it
wasn’t really up to him, and he wasn’t mentioned
again. She was astonished that bridge had random
drug-testing (at international level, not at the local
club – well, not at my local club), and thought that
this alone qualified it as a sport. Thanks, Anne.
Then it was off to the telly again. Sky Sports News
were supposed to come to me, but they only had
one camera, which I suggested they sent off to
Richmond Bridge Club to get a bit of background
(that didn’t come out quite right – they wanted to
film at a club, I knew Richmond had a game that
afternoon so sent them there). So, I was picked up
and taken to a studio in Millbank. To begin with, I
was put in the wrong studio. Then, the equipment
didn’t work. This, compared to the BBC, was a
shambles. Like the BBC I was talking to a camera, to
people that I couldn’t see. I began to lose my
patience to the extent that by the end of the rather
banal questioning, the thought that had been
gestating in my mind over the last day or so formed
www.ebu.co.uk

into a question. ‘What,’ I asked ‘were Sport England
so afraid of?’. And that, it occurred to me, is the
question that you could ask all those who had
posted hostile, ill-informed and rude messages on
the news websites, that’s the question you could ask
the TalkSport presenter who, at 5 am, had derided
our claim – all the truculence and bullying – it’s all
about fear. Behind the shouting and the sneering,
they’re afraid of us. Anyway, no-one at Sky Sports
News came to show me out so I left the studio, and
their offices, and the building. The car took me back
to the office. My work was done.
Except it wasn’t. When I got back there was a
message. One last broadcaster wanted me. TalkSport.
Whoops! This was going to be a tough ride, but
whatever else I may be, I’m not a coward (I am, as will
have become obvious by now, a total media
strumpet). If they wanted an argument, they could
have one. I was tired, fed up, and ready for them.
Except it wasn’t like that at all. The presenters
were charming – just before I came on they
announced that they were looking for celebrity fans
of Bournemouth (who had just gained promotion
to the Premier League) and Brentford. I owned up
to being a Brentford supporter and was dubbed
Number One Celebrity Brentford Supporter. If this
stretches the definition of ‘celebrity’, it also stretches
the definition of ‘Brentford Supporter’ rather more
than somewhat, but theirs was the last match I
attended, so fair enoughski, I reckon. The whole
experience was the jolliest yet. We spent all our time
digressing – they’d heard of Boris Schapiro, and the
Buenos Aires affair, but I managed to deflect them
from that on the grounds that it was fifty years ago,
unproven, and never would be. I talked about cheating, coughing doctors instead. It then turned out
that one of their regular callers was Ralph Swimer’s
(the Buenos Aires NPC) nephew. It was, perhaps,
fortunate that we blethered on for so long we never
got a chance to discuss Brentford’s prospects next
season.
I hung up the phone. That was it, all over, a oneday nine-day wonder. None of this will matter when
we eventually have our Judicial Review, but it will
raise the profile of the game, albeit for a while, and
most of the people that I spoke to were reasonably
positively-inclined. I enjoyed it, on the whole, with
Anne Diamond and TalkSport being the highlights
for me. I think that’s enough for now – the media
and I are done, no more TV and radio. Unless it’s
really urgent, in which case my agent can be reached
on . . .
r
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Basic Cardplay
Cover an Honour with an Honour by Paul Bowyer

click
link

LET us revisit a theme that I had begun to click
explore in a previous article (August 2014,
link
pages 24-25, to be precise) on the principle
of ‘cover-an-honour-with-an-honour’. The idea is
to prevent declarer getting away with, well, if not
murder then at least petty larceny.
Suppose that the layout of the spade suit were as
follows:
´AQ652

Layout 1

Do you cover with the ´K? Why (or why not)?
Answer: Yes, you must cover. If declarer has the
critical ´10, then the suit is his to run regardless of
how many he has or what you do. However, if East
has the ´10 then covering the ´J with the ´K will
promote partner’s holding. Covering here is a nocost play.
´ A 10 9

Layout 3

N

´K98

N
W

E

´ 10 4

´Q42

W

E
S

S

´J73

You will see many declarers lead the ´J from hand
towards dummy and now it is up to West. If that
player sleepily plays low the ´J will hold the trick, a
spade to the ´Q will follow and the suit is all
declarer’s for five tricks. If, however, West puts the
´K on the ´J then the defenders cannot be denied a
trick. Essentially the ´9 will be promoted to
winning rank.
In general, for this section, there are two main
rules to follow.
Firstly, you should aim to play high cards on high
cards and low cards on low cards. (In the example
above I have seen cases where declarer has led the
´3 towards dummy and West has thrown the ´K on
it with the gratuitous and highly inaccurate
comment that “my King is dead anyway”. Not so…)
Secondly, you should cover an honour with an
honour if (and only if) you can see a prospect of
your side promoting a card of lower rank into a
winner.
Enough theory. Here are some examples.

South, playing in 3NT, leads the ´J from hand. Do
you cover with the ´Q? Why (or why not)?
Answer: No, certainly you should not cover. There
can be nothing in partner’s hand to promote – if
East has the ´K then he will make it anyway if you
play low. By covering you just make declarer’s task
easy if he started with ´K-J-x.
Layout 4

´AQ976
N

´K42

W

E
S

South, playing in 3NT, leads the ´J from hand. Do
you cover with the ´K? Why (or why not)?
Answer: Yes, you should certainly cover. If partner
has ´10-x-x your side will make a spade trick. If
declarer has ´J-10, then all is lost no matter how
you defend.
Layout 5

´ A Q 10 9 8
´K42

N
W

E
S

´AQ5

Layout 2

S

South, playing in 3NT, leads the ´J from hand. Do
you cover with the ´K? Why (or why not)?

South, playing in 3NT, leads the ´J from hand.

Answer: No, don’t cover. What can partner have to

N

´K42

W
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promote? All is lost on this hand (declarer is surely
destined to make five Spade tricks) unless that ´J is
a singleton in which case you will make a trick by
not covering.
HHHHH
Now, these are relatively simple examples. The way
you should be thinking as you defend is: ‘Do I have
a card that might be promoted if I cover?’ If the
answer is no, then ask yourself if it is possible that
partner can have a promotable (is that a word?)
card. If there is nothing to promote, then don’t
cover.
What you don’t want to happen is to be perpetually caught out in this situation:
´A652

Layout 6
´Q84

N
W

E
S

´73

´ K J 10 9

Suppose spades are trumps and declarer is fishing
for the queen. Many declarers will try their luck by
leading the ´J from hand trying to tempt West into
an injudicious (and fatally revealing) cover. What
happens in practice is if West plays low nonchalantly on the ´J, declarer plays dummy’s ace and
takes the finesse against East, assuming that West
would have covered had he held the ´Q.
Let’s look more deeply at this from West’s
perspective. If spades are trumps you can assume
that South has (at least) four. That leaves East with
one or two spades. What card(s) could he have that
would be promoted if you were to cover the ´J? The
´K? Well, that’s going to make anyway if you don’t
cover. Note that covering would be more than a
little embarrassing should the layout prove to be:

´Q84

N
W

E
S

´K

´ J 10 9 7 3

Quite humiliating to make no tricks at all in this
position . . . Going back to Layout 6. If you play low
smoothly on declarer’s lead of the ´J and South
does get it wrong (by playing the ´A and taking the
finesse against East), you might just see him eye you
with a greater respect.
r
www.ebu.co.uk

I was extremely saddened to hear of the
death of Liz Phillips on
Tuesday 17th March
from bronchopneumonia at age 92.
she had been a friend
for many years, and I
had enjoyed playing with her as a partner
and team-member in numerous events. she
was a strong and formidable bridge player,
an aggressive but sound bidder, and an excellent card player with very good powers
of concentration. she retained an extremely
sharp mind with no loss of ability in her
later years.
we won the Lady Rose Cup (main surrey
teams of four event) four years running between 2008 and 2011 (Liz playing with Bob
McRobert), on one occasion coming back
from a huge early deficit against a team including three internationals. Together we
won the surrey Mixed Pairs three years
running about that time. Even last year, we
came second.
Liz had a number of successes at national
level, and represented the English ladies on
various occasions. Her successes included
three wins in the National women’s Pairs,
a win in the National women’s Teams, a
win in the National Inter-Club Knockout,
and a win in the Garden Cities Trophy. The
last two wins were representing the Mayfield Club, currently in Tadworth. she had
uncountable successes at the Mayfield, far
too many to list.
Liz also, in 1987, received the Dimmie
Fleming award for services to bridge.

´A652

Layout 7

ElizabEth PhilliPs

we shared a common interest in sport,
and I discovered that she had played golf at
women’s county level, and been an excellent tennis player and cricketer. Her sporting prowess was perhaps no accident, as
her father had opened the batting for
Hampshire with the legendary C.B. Fry just
before world war I.
I will miss her.
(Peter Lee)
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Best Behaviour @ Bridge

Do Your Bit for Bridge
click

Andrew Robson reminds us of the need for good behaviour at the bridge table

We thank Andrew Robson
and The Times for kind
permission to reprint these
articles. Andrew’s Times
articles are available online at
www.thetimes.co.uk

WHY are fewer and fewer playing
in many duplicate bridge clubs –
whilst the game is growing in
popularity at a social level?
Online bridge is undoubtedly
taking people away, but the fact
that
friendly,
welcoming
duplicate clubs are all thriving
points to a different reason. I fear
that a few regular duplicate
players put newer players off by
their rude, officious, critical, even
intimidating behaviour. The
chasm of difference from the
encouraging classroom is too
much for many. They quickly
back off and play with their
friends. Lost to duplicate bridge.
Forever.
I’m far from alone in thinking
this. Fellow bridge teacher Harold
Schogger has asked me to tackle
this subject and so over three days
I will devote my Times column to
education and reform.
Experienced duplicate players
should be welcoming new players
to the club, not frightening them
away. At my club I operate a zero
tolerance rule: no bad behaviour
of any sort is allowed. Ever. You
28 English Bridge June 2015

The EBU Guide to
Good Behaviour at
Bridge
Greet others in a friendly
• manner
prior to start of

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

play on each round.
Be a good ‘host’ or ‘guest’
at the table.
Make your convention
card readily available to
your opponents and fill it
out completely.
Make bridge enjoyable for
yourself, partner and opponents.
Give credit when opponents make a good bid or
play.
Take care of your personal grooming.
Ensure that your mobile
phone is turned off.
Enjoy the company as
well as the game.

Please call the director if
you think you may have
been affected by bad
behaviour. You will be
helping others as well as
yourselves.
should greet your opponents with
a cheery hello, smile a lot and
thank them when you finish the
round. I know I’m largely
preaching to the converted. But it

link

only takes one bad experience to
put a new player off for life.

Ethics Quiz
Now here’s a quiz. Which of these
is allowed and which is not
allowed:
A.

B.
C.

To open 1NT (ostensibly
12-14) when holding 11
points?
To bid after your partner
has hesitated?
To hesitate when you have
a singleton?

A. Perfectly allowed. If you decide
that your 11 looks like 12, open
1NT. If your opponents tell you
that you’re cheating, they’re
completely wrong and totally
missing the point. High-card
points are only a guide to
bidding, no more.
B. Allowed, but only if you were
going to bid anyway. If the
opponents believe you have bid
based on partner’s pause rather
than your hand, they are entitled
to call the director. However (a)
they should give new players lots
of leeway here and (b) if they do
feel the director should be called,
they should do so politely and
gently.
Don’t shout ‘DIRECTOR!’ Say
to the opponents: ‘Would you
mind awfully if I asked the
director to come over?’ before
www.ebu.co.uk

putting up your hand and saying
calmly ‘Director, please.’ He will
then decide whether the bid was
acceptable.
C. Not allowed. Cheating. You
can never pause with the
deliberate intention of misleading; only pause when you
genuinely have something to
think about. If you find that
you’ve paused inadvertently
(easily done in a distracted
moment), say ‘Sorry, I had
nothing to think about.’

Behave as Though You’re
Hosting a Tea Party
‘DIRECTOR!’ If you’ve played at
a ‘scary’ duplicate club, you’ll
know that cry. There’s no ‘please’.
There’s no consultation with the
other players before the shout. No
wonder new players look to play
elsewhere; no wonder the club is
losing membership.
Harold Schogger thinks that it
is the new player who should be
calling the director, not the diehard: to complain about his highhanded, rude and intimidating
behaviour. Harold’s right.
Harold reports incidents of the
die-hard trying to claim back two

tricks on a revoke at trick twelve
(you can’t revoke after trick
eleven). Or claiming you’ve cheated if you’ve downgraded a 15point hand and opened a 12-14
1NT. You haven’t.
I’m pretty hopeless at the Laws.
Penalties for leading out of turn,
revoking etc. can all get quite
technical. So get the director
over – in a nice way. That’s what
he’s there for (as well as moving
the boards.).
I will say one thing though: if a
player inadvertently drops two
cards on the table (or similar
unintended minor infraction),
think twice before you shout
‘EXPOSED CARD – DIRECTOR!’ You’re perfectly within
your rights to say: ‘Oh dear, I’m
so sorry, perhaps we should get
the director over.’ But I know
what I (and a few other top
players such as Zia Mahmood) do
in such a situation. ‘Oh, pick it
up.’
I go back to my primary
message. Behave to your partner
and opponents as though you’re
hosting a tea party. Then
duplicate bridge will start to
thrive again – it’s such a fabulous
r
game.

YOUNG CHAMPIONS
ThE Under-19 Pairs Championship was held at the
Easter Festival in London,
and was won by Isaac
Channon, aged 15, and
Jasmine Bakhshi, aged 10
(pictured). Jasmine and
Isaac (both London) finished on 56.12%, with
harry Madden (Derbys)
and Daniel Winter (Yorks),
and Jamie Muller (Surrey)
and Andy Cope (Warks),
tied for second on 54.08%.

www.ebu.co.uk

Great Value

EBU BLUE
POINT BRIDGE
HOLIDAYS
for Club Players
Holidays for 2015:
1. Hellidon Lakes,
Northants, 3-7 August,
£299 per person
Blue
(£14.99 ss)
points
2. Chilworth Manor,
Hants, 16-20 October,
£299 per person
(£9.99 ss)

∂
∑

A selection of mid-week
holidays in various parts of
England, organised by Bridge
Overseas and aimed at social
players looking to combine a
holiday with some gently competitive bridge. Blue Points are
awarded for all sessions.
Each hotel has excellent
facilities, including spas, swimming pools and saunas in all
hotels – plus golf, tennis and
fishing in some. All venues also
offer free parking.

Bookings should be
made directly to
Bridge Overseas
via the Accommodation
Booking Service
on 0800 0346 246.
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EBU News
Summer Meeting

click

by Ian Payn
FOR some years now, it’s been evident that the EBU
Summer Meeting at Brighton has not been what it
once was. We’ve had meetings, we’ve had focus
groups, we’ve had a survey, we’ve asked around. The
Officers have discussed it, the Board has discussed
it, the Tournament Committee and the Chief Tournament Director have discussed it.
There are two problems:
1. The venue is too expensive, thus making the
bridge too expensive;
2. Brighton itself is too expensive. It’s a major
financial commitment to play even on just one
weekend.
We’ve tried to revitalise the Summer Meeting (‘Why
does he keep calling it that?’ you are perhaps asking
yourself) by introducing different start times in the
evenings and Brighton Lite at the weekends. These
were successes, but measured successes. They helped
the finances, but not in the sense of making the
Summer Meeting a massive earner, and only helped
players’ finances in the sense that the Lite events
required one fewer night in a hotel.
So, what to do? The Metropole has come down in
price, but not by much, and no guarantee that this
will last. And this wouldn’t affect your hotel bills,
your parking bills or your restaurant bills. I’m sorry
to have to be the one to tell you this, but I’ve been
steeling myself for this moment since I took over the
chair of the Tournament Committee three years
ago: 2015 will be the last time that the EBU Summer
Meeting is held in Brighton.
2016 brings a whole new adventure. You can still
go towards Brighton on the M23/A23, but when you
get to the junction with the A27, hang a left. We’re
going to Eastbourne.
Many of you will be familiar with the Winter
Gardens – used for the Summer Seniors Congress
inter alia – and the wide range of hotels and
restaurants available, together with plentiful parking at a fraction of the price of Brighton. True,
Eastbourne is neither as louche nor as racy as
Brighton, famously described by Keith Waterhouse
as ‘a town that always looks as if it is helping police
www.ebu.co.uk

link

with their inquiries’, although if we’re going to be
honest with ourselves that aspect of Brighton is long
gone and it’s now an upmarket resort charging
upmarket prices. I’ll miss it, but I’ll get over it.
Now, Gordon Rainsford has been beavering away
at a deal to entice you to Brighton one last time, and
offer an incentive alongside that to play at Eastbourne for the first time (see adjacent page). Shameless commercialism? Yeah, sue me. That’ll be on the
web site and in various other places. I hope to see
you at Brighton this summer one last time.
This is why we have to stop calling it ‘Brighton’
and calling it the Summer Meeting. But after a year
or two, when we’re bedded in, and have found our
favourite hotels, restaurants and pubs, we can
r
maybe just start calling it ‘Eastbourne’.
7–13 October 2015

BRIDGE OVERSEAS
RHODES CONGRESS
Rodian Amathus Beach Hotel, Ixia, Rhodes

Autumn Sim Pairs; Open Pairs; Men’s, Ladies’
and Mixed Pairs; Pivot Teams
Blue
Swiss Pairs and Swiss Teams Green

points

points

Bridge Fees: £132
( 01296 317203 or 8 comps@ebu.co.uk
Attendance at the congress is exclusive to
delegates booking their accommodation
with Bridge Overseas ( 0800 034 6246
8 office@bridgeoverseas.co.uk
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CALENDAR

OF EVENTS

EBU News

n JUNE 2015
6-7
13-14
13
20-21
21
21
26-28
27-11 July

28

Pachabo Cup
Park Inn Hotel, West Bromwich
Oxfordshire Congress
Woodstock
Garden Cities Trophy Final
West Midlands BC
Berks & Bucks GP Weekend
Windsor Community Centre
Bedford GP Teams, Wilstead
Dorset GP Swiss Teams
Hamworthy Club, Wimborne
Really Easy Weekend
(see advert on page 49)
European Open Championship
Tromsø, Norway
National Inter-County Leagues
Final, C&NW Squash Club

n JULY 2015
3-5
10-12
18-19
18-19
18-19
19-25
23-26
27-30

Riviera Congress
(see advert on page 45)
Summer Seniors Congress
(see advert on page 34)
Essex/Herts GP Weekend
Wodson Park, Ware
Glos/Hereford GP Weekend
Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye
Notts GP Weekend, TBA
European Youth Championships
Tromsø, Norway
Scarborough Summer Congress
(see advert on page 34)
British Summer Sim Pairs, Clubs

n AUGUST 2015
3-7
14-23
17-20
20-29
25-27

Blue Point Holiday
Hellidon Lakes
(see advert on page 29)
Summer Meeting, Brighton
(see adverts on pages 30 & 46)
Really Easy Congress, Brighton
(see advert on page 46)
World Youth Open
Championships, Opatija, Croatia
Northern Midweek Congress
Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa
(see advert on page 34)

n SEPTEMBER 2015
4-6
5-6
7-11
11-20
12-12
12-13
13
18-20

Isle of Man Congress, Douglas
Crockford Finals
Holiday Inn, Bir’ham Airport
EBED Autumn Sim Pairs, Clubs
Confiance Guernsey Congress
La Trelade Country House
(see advert on page 34)
Premier League 1st Weekend
Manchester Bridge Club
Bedford Congress
Milton Keynes
Midland Counties Round 1
Cornwall Congress
The Falcon Hotel, Bude
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REBATES
IF you have played more than
150 club Universal Membership sessions in the 2014-15
financial year (1st April – 31st
March), you have received a
rebate.
Rebates are held on your
EBU membership account. To
find out how much of a rebate
you have received, please log in
to www.ebu.co.uk/members/
by using your username and
password. Rebates will be kept
on your EBU records as credits.
You can use your credits
against competition entries or
to purchase items from our
bridge shop. Rebates over £5
can also be claimed by monies
being transferred directly to
your bank account if you
provide us with the account
name, number and sort code.
If this is your preferred
option, please contact Karen
Durrell either by phone on
01296 317201 or email her at
karend@ebu.co.uk.

EBU
DIARY
If you do not
require a copy of
the diary, please let
us know by ticking
the ‘No Diary’ box
in the ‘My Details’
section of your
member’s area, or
ring the office on
01296 317200.

LAST CALL
THE closing date for entries to
the Knock-out Seniors’
Teams of Four for the Gerard
Faulkner Salver is June 4th.
Teams losing their first round
match will be paired with another losing team from round
1 and the winner of this tie
will progress to round 2.
Teams will be able to agree to
play matches online if they
wish, but this option requires
the agreement of both teams.

TOP TEN CLUBS IN ENGLAND
CONGRATULATIONS TO Richmond Bridge Club (see also page
40) for coming top in the list of most popular clubs in England for
the fifth consecutive year. The list is in order of player sessions over
the year April 1st 2014 – 31st March 2015, and the top eight clubs
are the same as last year, though two (Tunbridge Wells and Welwyn
Garden City) have swapped positions. Stamford and Bury
Athenaeum are new entries to the top ten.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Richmond
Wimbledon
West Midlands
Kenilworth
Bristol

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

South Bucks
Tunbridge Wells
Welwyn Garden City
Stamford
Bury Athenaeum
click

A more extensive list can be found on the EBU website.

link
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Beat Today’s Experts Beat Today’s Experts
These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

These hands are all from modern events
and David Bird points to some useful lessons
to be learned from them. Bid them with
your partner and then see how your efforts
compare with the experts’ bidding.

JUNE 2015
WEST HANDS

JUNE 2015
EAST HANDS

(IMP scoring on every deal)

(IMP scoring on every deal)

1. Love All
Dealer South
(Adams)
* South opens 3®.
2. E/W Game
Dealer East
(Forrester)
3. N/S Game
Dealer East
(King)

´
™
t
®

AKJ32
A 10
AK642
4

1. Love All
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

754
J852
KQJ43
J

2. E/W Game
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

AQ432
AJ2
A 10 5
Q3

3. N/S Game
Dealer East

(Taylor)
* South opens 3®.

(Robson)

(Di Bello)

´ KQ9
™ Void
t AK6
(Robson)
® A J 10 8 4 3 2
* South passes. North bids 3™.

(Tedd)
6. Love All
Dealer East
(Matheson)

Q84
975
J53
A 10 8 7

´
™
t
®

A J 10
6
A 10 7 6
AKQ72

´
™
t
®

K 10 9 8
10
K83
AKJ54

´ A42
™ AK542
t Q
(Allfrey)
® Q965
* South passes. North bids 3™.

4. E/W Game
Dealer South

5. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

4. E/W Game
Dealer South

´
™
t
®

9
AQ432
QJ54
863

5. Game All
Dealer East

´
™
t
®

A J 10 9 7 5
K8
10 6
K87

6. Love All
Dealer East

(Salisbury)

(Sime)

´
™
t
®

AJ
10 6
A 10
AKQJ975

´
™
t
®

Void
A3
AKQJ9842
A43
click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

$

click

Did you beat the experts? – Pages 37-39

link

SUMMER SENIORS
CONGRESS

CONFIANCE GUERNSEY
CONGRESS Green

10 – 12 July 2015
Winter Gardens, Eastbourne

11 – 20 September 2015
La Trelade Country House Hotel
Forest Road, St. Martins, Guernsey

Green
points

points

Championship Pairs, Swiss Pairs
and Swiss Teams
Featuring Midweek
THE GUERNSEY SENIORS CONGRESS

To be eligible, you must have been born
in 1955 or before

Early reservation of hotel accommodation and
flights is strongly recommended

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246

NORTHERN
MIDWEEK CONGRESS

SCARBOROUGH
SUMMER CONGRESS

25 – 27 August 2015

23 – 26 July 2015
Scarborough Spa Complex

Green
points

Dunkenhalgh Hotel & Spa,
Clayton-le-Moors, Lancashire

Stratified Championship Pairs (Tues & Wed)
Stratified Swiss Teams (Thurs)

Blue
points

Green
Pre-congress Pairs,
points
Multiple Teams (Friday)
and Swiss Pairs (12 x 7-board matches,
over Saturday & Sunday)

EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
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or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Entries ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or online at www.ebu.co.uk
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LETTERS TO THE
EDITOR
MOVED AND RELIEVED
I WAS moved to read (April 2015
issue) of Laurie Champniss’s
donation of the South Bucks
Bridge Club to EBED; what a
great thing!
Also, thanks for the picture of
Laurie from 1973. Laurie was
kind enough to partner and
mentor me for a while in the
early ’90s, when I was fresh from
Improvers Lessons. The great
man was in the habit, when I
made my usual crass bid, of
despairingly beating his forehead
with his non-playing hand. I had
thought that I was solely responsible for his receding hairline, so I am mighty relieved to
see that, like many other cerebral
men, his hair was on the wane
well before we met.
John Partridge,
Catalina, Australia
Laurie Champniss notes: ‘John
Partridge was an interesting
player who was very prone to
psychic bids. I hope the Aussies
have cured him of this mischievous habit.’

Send your letters to the editor,
Elena Jeronimidis, 23 Erleigh Road, Reading RG1 5LR, or e-mail elena@ebu.co.uk
(please include your postal address)
The editor reserves the right to condense letters. Publication does not mean the
EBU agrees with the views expressed or that the comments are factually correct.

Keppel, the most durable mistress of King Edward VII, who
had been dead five years. Their
opponents were Winston
Churchill, still in the Cabinet but
widely blamed for the failing
Dardanelles offensive, and the
Chancellor of Exchequer,
Reginald McKenna.
Smirking that her opponents
‘don't like each other at all,’
Margot wrote: ‘I won £10 from
Winston, which I didn't want to
do. He is a hopeless player and a
gambler, but we only played 1d
points.’
I would be impressed if any
readers can tell English Bridge
about a more noteworthy quartet
to sit down to bridge.
Alex Lewis,
Lemsford, Hertfordshire

SIMPLE STUFF
IN the April issue Liz Dale was
explaining that in Minibridge
each player ‘announces’ their
HCP and the total must come to
40. The partnership with the
highest total becomes the
declaring side and the player
with the most points is declarer.

FAMOUS FOUR
PUTTING down my completed
copy of English Bridge, I turned
today to Margot Asquith's War
Diary, recently published by
Oxford University Press.
On August 18, 1915, the prime
minister's wife recorded a game
of ‘bridge’, presumably auction,
between a remarkable set of
players.
Margot played with Alice
www.ebu.co.uk

Sounds simple enough for
children but when you teach it to
adults, there can be a problem:
their mental arithmetic and

memory skills aren’t what they
used to be, and they get quite
embarrassed having to ask for
constant recaps.
I solved this problem with my
‘crosspad’. It’s a small pad in
which every page has a St
Andrews Cross and each player
writes down their points in turn
starting with the dealer (see
picture). They then check if the
numbers add to 40 and if not
there is a recount, usually
accompanied by much laughter!
Once the 40 points are all
accounted for, it’s plain sailing.
Ian Dalziel, Troon

ARITHMETICAL RULE
WITH reference to David Gold's
April article (pass or bid with
fewer than 6 points), my partner
and I have established a simple
arithmetical rule to establish a
distribution count to add on to
our HCP when confronted with
this type of situation. We add
the length of our two longest
suits, subtract the length of our
shortest suit, and then subtract
another 5 points. If, when this
distribution is added to our HCP,
we achieve 6 or more points,
then we definitely respond at the
one level if RHO has passed.
Nine times out of ten we are not
embarrassed! As for David's two
sample hands, we would definitely respond 1´ on the first,
but pass on the second.
I have written up the
justification for this method at
http://tinyurl.com/mbjga8o
Gavin Wilson,
Claygate, Surrey r
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CAPTION
COMPETITION

CLUB PLAYER’S
BIDDING QUIZ
ON each of the following problems, you are
West. What should you bid with each hand on
the given auction at pairs, Game All?
click
Julian Pottage gives his answers on
link
page 62.

Bertie was struggling with the concept of
Fourth Suit Forcing

THE winner of our April competition, with the
caption above, is Elaine Wakefield of Chislehurst,
who will receive a charming bridge mug from
our sponsors, Bridge and Golf Gifts Direct (see
advert on page 47). Other very good captions
were: No, I'm not showing a suit preference; I just
can't handle the splinters (Jim Andrews, London);
Sorry, thought we were doing Suit Preference
tonight and Strip Squeeze tomorrow (James
Bentley, Oxford); Typical! Wanting to play in the
wrong suit! (Alan Topper, Radlett); West chose to
play the bare three (Alan Evans, Henleaze); and
Outrage at bridge club as visitor falls foul of dress
code (Dave Simmons, by email).
The cartoon for our new competition is
below. Please send your bridgy captions
(multiple entries accepted) to Caption
Competition, English Bridge, 23 Erleigh Road,
Reading RG1 5LR or by e-mail to elena@ebu.
co.uk not later than 20th June 2015. Don’t
forget to include your full postal address!

Hand 1
´ 864
™9
tAQJ53
®J976

Hand 2
´ KJ
™ K 10 4
t J 10 9 5 4
®J73

Hand 3
´ KQ9732
™KJ7
tA4
®Q3

Hand 4
´K
™ K75
t A 10 9 7
®KJ984

Hand 5
´ 62
™ A532
t J 10 7
®A753

Sponsored by Bridge &
Golf Gifts Direct
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Hand 6
´ AQ97
™A
tKJ43
®QJ52
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Bidding Quiz

Beat Today’s Experts

by David Bird
click

Answers to Problems on Page 33
1. Love All. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®

AKJ32
A 10
AK642
4

West
Adams

North
Paul

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

East
Taylor

Q84
975
J53
A 10 8 7
South
Roberts
3®

3´

WE start at the 2015 Junior Camrose, with England facing Northern Ireland. Alex Roberts
opens 3® for England and East-West then miss
their excellent spade game. Who is to blame?
The general guidance when bidding against
a three-level pre-empt is to assume that partner
holds around 8 points. When Phil Adams overcalled 3´, Luke Taylor reckoned that he held no
more than partner would expect and passed.

2. E/W Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

754
J852
KQJ43
J
West
Forrester
1t
4t
5®

N
W E
S

´
™
t
®

A J 10
6
A 10 7 6
AKQ72

East
Robson
1®
2t
4NT
6t

Next we will take two deals from the 2015
Lederer Trophy, which again attracted a splendid international field. The England Open team
won handsomely and this is an example of their
fine slam bidding. Tony Forrester’s 1t response
is a transfer, showing four or more hearts. Andrew Robson reversed to 2t and now came the
www.ebu.co.uk

link

Although some players would have raised to 4´, with ´Q-x-x
and an ace, I am not inclined to blame East for missing the game.
Look at that West hand. He will have a good chance of game
facing ´Q-x-x and nothing else! As I see it, he is too strong for
a 3´ overcall and should start with a take-out double instead. If
East responds 3™, he can continue with 3´ to show a powerful
hand. Whether East chooses to respond 3NT to the double or
to pass for penalties, East-West would have scored satisfactorily.
Many Wests would have Leaping Michaels at their disposal: 4t
to show diamonds and a major.
A final instructive point from the deal was that Roberts had
opened 3® in first seat on: ´975 ™J62 t9 ®KQJ962. Don’t
think ‘That was brave of him’. It is normal bridge! On such a
hand you expect to make five tricks if clubs are trumps and
probably zero tricks if the opponents play the contract. That
points towards pre–emptive action. At the other table South
passed, allowing England’s Tom Paske and Shivam Shah an easy
route to 4´.
n Awards: 4´ (10), 3NT (9), 3® by South doubled (7), partials
(3).

key bid of the auction. Although 3t would have been forcing,
Forrester chose to bid 4t to show his excellent trumps. Quite
rightly, Robson expected five-card support for such a leap.
Visualizing plenty of tricks in the two minors, he bid Roman
Key-card Blackwood. The 5® 1430 response showed one keycard (the tK). There was no bidding space to check on the tQ
but Robson liked the odds of partner holding this card (after the
4t bid). There would be some chance of the queen dropping if
the defenders held it. Clubs divided 4-3, so only one heart ruff
was required to make the slam.
The auction at the other table was less effective:
West
Padon
1™
3t
5t

East
Hoftaniska
1®
2t
3NT

The vital spark of Forrester’s 4t bid was missing.
n Awards: 6t (10), 5t (6), 3NT (4).
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3. N/S Game. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

AQ432
AJ2
A 10 5
Q3

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

West
King

K 10 9 8
10
K83
AKJ54

East
Di Bello
1®
3´
5™
6®

1´
4NT
5NT
7´

The Holders face de Botton in the 2015 Lederer Trophy. What
should Stelio Di Bello rebid after partner’s 1´ response, do you
think? He has only 14 points, yes, but what prime points they
are. Add in the singleton heart and the hand is worth a 3´ rebid,
rather than 2´. The same rebid was made at the other table.
Phil King bids RKCB, hearing of the ´K and the ®A. When
asked for specific kings, East showed the ®K. On some hands
the possession of two side-suit kings would be enough to leap
to a grand (since 5NT shows that all six key-cards are held).
Here, though, East had already made a strong rebid on relatively
few high-card points. With a good chance of two running black
suits, Phil King leapt to the grand slam on his hand. Well bid!
At the other table, Thor Erik Hoftaniska and Dror Padon
made the same bids up to 6® (with South doubling the 5™
RKCB response). Hoftaniska did not jump to 7´ but made a
grand slam try with 6™. Padon then bid the grand.
n Awards: 7´ (10), 7NT (8), 6NT/6´ (6), games (2).

4. E/W Game. Dealer South.
´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

KQ9
Void
AK6
A J 10 8 4 3 2
´
™
t
®

10 3
Q 10 9 8 7 6 3
974
K
´ A42
N
™ AK542
W E
t Q
S
® Q965
J8765
J
J 10 8 5 3 2
7

West
Robson

North
Lindsay

East
Allfrey

1®
Dble

3™

Pass

South
Burns
Pass
Pass

We end with some deals from the Camrose.
Here England face the second Northern Ireland

team (NIBU). Andrew Robson’s 1® might have been bid on a
doubleton, with a weak 1NT hand. What action should Alexander Allfrey take after the 3™ intervention?
He opted to pass, hoping for a re–opening double. This duly
arrived and he passed for penalties. Only 800 was taken, for four
down, and this was an inadequate return. Fellow commentators
on Bridge Base Online told me that it was ‘difficult when West’s
1® might be on a short suit.’
When East holds five hearts to North’s likely seven, there is
very little chance that West has short clubs. With two or three
clubs and at most one heart, he would have opened 1´ or 1t. It
seems to me that East should have visualized a big club contract.
Not all of West’s actual cards are needed for a slam. 6® would
be good opposite: ´J96 ™─ tA86 ®AJ108432 and many other
hands. When vulnerable against non-vulnerable, it is not often
right to play for penalties with a good trump fit your way.
At the other table Tony Forrester opened 2´ on the South
cards and West overcalled 3®. Perhaps 5® would have shown
the values better. East responded 3™ and leapt to 6® over the
3NT rebid. England lost 11 IMPs.
n Awards: 6NT (10), 6® (9), 7NT/7® (6), 3™ by North Doubled (5), games (3), 3™ by North (1).

CAMBRIDGE B WINS PORTLAND BOWL
ThE Portland Bowl, the knockout event for university teams, has been won by Cambridge B. The
team of Kyle Lam (Captain), Michael Alishaw, Freddie Illingworth and Toby Nonnenmacher (Stefan
David and helen holmes played earlier in the competition), beat Cambridge A in the semi-final
and Manchester A in the final to retain the trophy for the university.
Manchester A, who were represented by Kirstyn Fuller (Captain), Mitchell Dytham, Kelvin Lau
and Max Sampson (and Alex Combe earlier in the event), beat Oxford A in the semi-final.
The finals weekend was hosted by the Portland Club, in London.
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5. Game All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

9
AQ432
QJ54
863

´
™
t
®

N
W E
S

West
Tedd

AJ
10 6
A 10
AKQJ975

East
Salisbury
2®
3®
3NT
4t
4´
6®

2™
3t
4®
4™
5´

On this deal Wales face England. What should you open on that
East hand?
If you open just 1®, you will find it hard to catch up. The
hand is much too strong for a 3® rebid and neither a fake reverse nor a 3NT rebid will get the job done. Quite rightly both
John Salisbury (for Wales) and ‘Tosh’ McIntosh (for England)
opened 2®. Mike Tedd responded 2™, showing a suit worth
mentioning. He bid his diamond suit next and then showed club
support. Three cue-bids followed. What should Tedd say over
4´? Perhaps you think that 5´ (showing second-round spade
control) is an overbid? I like the bid! Remember that it denies
second-round control in either red suit. It may be just what partner wants to hear.
McIntosh and Bakhshi bid: 2® – 2™ – (2´) – 3® – (3´) – 4´
– 6® to flatten the board.
n Awards: 6® (10), 5®/3NT (6), 4NT/7® (4).

6. Love All. Dealer East.
´
™
t
®

A J 10 9 7 5
K8
10 6
K87

N
W E
S

West
Matheson
3®

´
™
t
®

Void
A3
AKQJ9842
A43
East
Sime
2®
7NT

n Awards: 7NT (10), 7t (9), 6NT (5), 6t (4), games (1), 3t
(0).

´™t®

Wales face Scotland in their crucial last match.
Scotland’s John Matheson responds 3® to show
four controls (one ace and two kings). It was
then a matter of simple arithmetic for Iain Sime
to lift all the remaining bidding cards from his
box! The auction was less impressive at the other
table:
West
Kurbalija

North
Stephens

2t
Pass

Pass
3™ (!)

East
Shields
1t
3t
6t

quite a strong one, as you see. You would expect the partnership
to know whether 3t was then forcing. Rescue was at hand when
the Scotland North protected with 3™ on ´632 ™QJ6542 t7
®QJ9. How horrified he must have been when East promptly
bid 6t! Wales still lost 11 IMPs, which may well have cost them
victory in the event.

South
Morgan
Pass
Pass

For Wales, Patrick Shields opened only 1t (a
mistake, as I see it) and Filip Kurbalija’s 2t
showed a Weak Two in an unspecified major –

Our experts score 48/60, giving you some chance to match them.
Perhaps we can extract some worthwhile bidding tips

Bidding Tips
your partner holds around 8 HCP when oppo• Assume
nents open at the three level.
Suppose partner overcalls a 3® opening with 3™ or 3´.
• When
you hold 6-8 points and no special trump support,
consider carefully whether you should bid game. You may
hold no more than he expected.
wary of playing for penalties at adverse vulnerability
• Be
when you have a likely game your way ─ particularly
when you have a good fit for partner’s suit.

r

NATIONAL PAIRS FINAL
Phil Godfrey – James Thrower (both Yorkshire) have won the National Pairs. Krzysztof Ginda – Mark
hooper (both Dorset) were second, with Waseem Naqvi – Tony Waterlow (both Middlesex) third.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Around & About
MILESTONE

SUPPORTERS CLUB

RICHMOND Bridge Club has in recent years held
the distinction of being the No. 1 bridge club in the
country (see page 32). This year they reached another
milestone, by enrolling their 1000th member.

Fionn O’Leary (pictured above with one of the
club teachers, Maxine Julius) is currently attending
Supervised Play and Play & Learn sessions.

MEMBERS of the Open and Seniors England teams
pose with some of their supporters. If you are
interested in following our players to the world
Championships in Chennai, or would like to buy a
‘Bridge Mate’ supporter shirt, email Godfrey click
King godfrey.king@outlook.com. See also the
link
poster on page 66, April 2015 online issue.

BRIDGE TEAMS TAKE ON EGGHEADS

MEMBERS of Lavender Bridge Club, under the
team name ‘The Lavender Bridge Mob’, appeared on
BBC 2’s quiz show Eggheads on 18th March. The
team was captained by Sati McKenzie and included
Andrew Stimson, Charles Moore, Graham Hudson,
Mahmoud Sadek and Justin Wickens (reserve).
They started well against their opponents, dubbed
‘the most formidable quiz team in the country’, but
unfortunately fell just short of defeating the
Eggheads.
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The
following
month,
another
team
of
bridge
players picked up the
gauntlet. The ‘Five
Diamonds’ (seated in
the photo, pictured
with the Eggheads
and host Jeremy
Vine – from the left,
Nick Smith, Chris
Cooper, Emily Middleton, Marc Lee and
Denis Gough) appeared on the show on 9th April and . . . they won!
The team performed very well, with only one of
the team losing to the opposing Egghead in the first
stage, and they then went on to scoop the prize after
the final went to sudden death.
They will perhaps spend the jackpot by visiting
the model village of Stewartby – and if you know
which county it is in, then you should perhaps be on
the Eggheads team, as that was the question which
tripped them up.
(Peter Stockdale)
www.ebu.co.uk

Around & About
NIGHT OF THE STARS
THE annual Night of the Stars Pro-Am has become
a chance for duplicate bridge players to join
together to raise money for charity by playing the
game we love.
The Night of the Stars 2015 took place at the
Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability in February and
raised a record £51,500 for Maggies, Mencap, React
and Royal Hospital for Neuro-disability. Fulvio
Fantoni, Boye Brogeland, Andrew Robson and Zia
Mahmood joined the line-up of Stars which has
been described in The New York Times as ‘the Who’s
Who of British bridge.’ Stars were sold in advance
during Paul Mendelson’s entertaining Auction of
the Stars, which was held at Wimbledon Bridge
Club last November.

Kitty Teltscher and Willie Coyle,
winners of the 2015 Night of the Stars
Bristol Bridge Club, Central Yarnton Bridge Club,
Chislehurst Bridge Club, Leeds Bridge Club,
Matlock Bridge Club, Roehampton Club, Royal
Automobile Club, Royal Mid-Surrey Golf Club,
Rugby Bridge Club, Stansfield Bridge Club and
Wimbledon Bridge Club all took part by playing the
hands on the night.
Information about the event, the Stars,
photographs and the booklet containing analysis of
the hands written by Barry Rigal, David Bird, Eric
Kokish, Fiona Brown, Hugh McGann, Marion
Michielsen, Mike Lawrence, Phillip Alder and Ron
Klinger, and edited by Simon Cochemé, can be
found on the website www.nightofthestars.org.uk.
Please contact the organisers at terry@nightofthe
stars.org.uk if you or your club would like
information about Night of the Stars 2016.
www.ebu.co.uk

BLETCHLEY GIRL

NORTHAMPTON Bridge Club member, Doris
Moss, aged 92, is quite a celebrity! She is a star of the
recent book The Bletchley Girls by Tessa Dunlop and
appeared on TV with the author when the book was
published.
Her life history would make a fascinating book in
itself. Escaping from the mayhem of war in 1940,
Doris, aged 17, together with sister Georgette, aged
18, and their mother made an incredibly complicated and arduous journey across Europe arriving
in the UK as refugees in 1942.
Due to their language skills, Doris and Georgette
were recruited to work at Bletchley Park as codebreakers and translators. Tessa Dunlop interviewed
and photographed Doris and her sister as two of the
fifteen Bletchley Girls for her book.
Doris married David Moss in 1950 when the
marriage bar, which prevented married women
from working, forced her to give up paid work. She
had a family but has always since then volunteered
at Age Concern and also at the Hope Centre for the
homeless.
Doris and David learned to play bridge and have
enjoyed playing at Northampton and Kingsley clubs
for many years. They have won several county cups
and have been very active members. Doris still plays
regularly. For a long time the other members of the
clubs did not know about her involvement in the
secret work at Bletchley Park. (It is believed that the
operations at Bletchley Park shortened the war by
up to four years.) Doris never spoke about it due to
the Official Secrets Act but now that the records
have been released we all know about her amazing
life and achievements.
(Mo Simpson)
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Around & About
FUN AT FROME
AT the beginning of 2013, Frome Bridge Club was
barely surviving. Having talked to other people
whose clubs had needed reviving, John Perry and I
decided the best way to encourage bridge was by
running a teaching class in the daytime and
advertising it widely. We thought that one of the
difficulties would be catering for bridge players at
different levels so decided to run two parallel
classes, Beginners and Improvers, taking place
simultaneously. We decided to combine teaching
with playing and keep the charge low at £3.
Lessons started in September 2013 with twelve
beginners and twelve improvers. We were fortunate
in that several of the regular club players came along
to help. This gave us flexibility and there was a real
feeling of Frome Bridge Club helping itself.

We continued our separate lessons until Easter
2014, when we brought the two classes together,
playing supervised set hands. In autumn 2014 we
became aware that there was still eagerness to learn,
so we opted for half an hour's lesson before playing
twelve boards. We have continued this up till now.
Over the course of our journey a few people have
dropped out, but more have joined, so that recently
we have had thirty people from the classes there on
a Thursday. The atmosphere within the group is
tremendous and there is much laughter.
As to our original aim to boost club numbers, we
now regularly have six tables. New members coming
to our Monday night have improved the atmosphere and all our original members have been
totally supportive of them. The overall feeling is that
we're all in it together and, most important of all,
we're having fun.
(Marianne Lewin)
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STATE SCHOOL
SUCCESS

FOUR students from Queen Elizabeth’s Grammar
School, Horncastle, took part in the Loughborough
Grammar School national schools’ bridge tournament; it was the only state school that took part.
The students were taught by Reg Loosely, a member
of Louth Duplicate Bridge Club, who runs the
Tuesday evening club session.
The day consisted of a Swiss teams tournament
and a mini-bridge tournament. The competition
began with three matches to identify the four top
teams, followed by supper before the semi-finals.
Aaron Hutton and his partner David Dichmont,
aged 17, and Anne Hutton and her partner James
Burman, aged 15 and 13 respectively, played
brilliantly and were runners-up – not bad after only
a year of learning!
(Deirdre Fell)

CORN CAIRDIS
THE annual Corn Cairdis – Cup of Friendship –
match, between teams representing elements of the
English Bridge Union and the Contract Bridge
Association of Ireland, has been won this year by the
EBU.
The match took place on 18th-19th April at
Stamford Bridge Club, and included teams
representing the counties, the clubs, and the
officials. The EBU team scored a combined 253 VPs
to the CBAI’s 226.
England has now won the event fifteen times, and
Ireland eight.
r
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Report

Big Win in China
CHEN Yeh is a furniture manufacturer and salesman who has come late to bridge but has made up
for it by both his play and sponsorship. The first
Asian to win a world title at bridge (the 2007
Transnational teams), he has for the last decade
organised the Yeh Bros Cup, a biennial tournament,
generally in the Far East, and invited squads from
around the world to participate, offering extremely
generous prize money and sponsorship.
This year the event was held in Shanghai at the
Dong Jiao State Hotel – one of the most beautiful
hotels I’ve ever stayed in. The format of the event is
a Swiss teams with the top sixteen teams qualifying
for a knock-out. The England team lost in the round
of sixteen and then played in the pairs – a threestage event in which Sally Brock and Barry Myers
finished third in the Consolation event (netting a
cool US$750) while Michael Byrne and Mike Bell
reached the main final, then carried all before them
to win handsomely, well ahead of Irishman Tom
Hanlon and Paul Hackett of the England Plus team
in second place. The cash prize of US$20,000 might
be the largest for a pairs event in recent memory –
taking into account that the Cavendish, noted for
the size of its prizes, is an auction event, so prizes go
to the owner of a pair not the pair themselves.
This deal came from the qualifying event:

´
™
t
®

Game All. Dealer North.
´ 10 6 4
™KJ74
tK4
®Q986
KQ9872
´ AJ
N
10 9 8
™53
W
E
763
tQJ952
S
K
® J 10 3 2
´ 53
™AQ62
t A 10 8
®A754

www.ebu.co.uk

by Barry Rigal
Michael Byrne playing with Mike Bell reached 4™
on an unopposed auction after opening the South
hand a 14-17 no-trump. (1NT – 2NT – 3® – 3´ –
4™ where 2NT was Puppet Stayman and 3®
promised a major, 3´ showing hearts).
Had the defenders
led and continued
spades, East overtaking at trick one
and playing the ´J,
then switching to a
club, East falls victim
to a squeeze in the
minors. But West led
his ®K to trick one.
Byrne won and drew
trumps, then ducked
a spade. East flew up
Michael Byrne – Mike Bell
with the ace and returned the suit, West overtaking to play a third
spade. East (who had discarded a diamond on the
third trump) now pitched another diamond.
In this ending:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

872
—
763
—

—
7
K4
Q98
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

—
—
QJ9
J 10 3

—
—
A 10 8
754

Byrne played three rounds of diamonds ruffing on
the table, then exited from dummy with a low club
to force East to win and lead into the club tenace at
trick twelve.
r
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Advanced Defence
Ace for Attitude, King for Count by Neil Rosen
MANY partnerships have serious problems
resolving when they should be signalling either
attitude or count.
Indeed some partnerships take it to an extreme
and only play one or the other. This seems to me
very limiting, as clearly, assuming both members of
the partnership can get on the same wavelength,
there are many instances when both are necessary.
With reference to the opening lead, a style which
has come into vogue is to play:
Ace for Attitude (A = Attitude)
King for Count (K = Kount)
This alliteration can certainly help with memory!
The principle is that against trump contracts (I
will deal with no-trump contracts in the next
article) the opening leader can decide in advance
which signal he wishes to receive before he actually
makes the lead.
On the lead of the ace (or indeed any honour
other than the king, to be accurate) you will receive
an attitude signal (standard or reverse – this is by
partnership choice, of course). Whereas the lead of
a king will receive a count signal.

Defending High-level Contracts
People have known of these methods for a long
time; in fact many have always played that at high
levels (usually the five level or above) the necessity
to be able to ‘cash out’ side suits is vital. Thus at the
five level or above I strongly recommend leading the
king from an ace-king holding in a suit to receive a
count, not an attitude signal. So from A-K-x-x lead
the king, not the ace: partner’s signal will be able to
tell you how many tricks you can attempt to cash in
this suit before declarer can ruff in. If defending
against a slam, playing this method gives you a real
When you have finished reading
this magazine, please recycle it.
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chance to defeat the contract – if, of course, there is
any chance at all.

Defending Lower-level Trump Contracts
This method of playing ace for attitude and king for
count can most certainly be applied at lower level
contracts as well, of course, provided some examination of principles and ideas takes place.
I recommend leading the king for count when
you have A-K-Q, K-Q-J, or indeed A-K only, but
with greater length. Thus:
A-K-Q-x
A-K-Q-x-x
K-Q-J-x
K-Q-J-x-x
A-K-x-x-x
A-K-x-x-x-x
But look at these also:
A-K-x-x
K-Q-x-x
Q-J-x-x
So essentially you make your standard lead, but
when holding both the ace (or another honour)
and king you can choose which one to lead. The
idea is that when holding nice solid sequences like
A-K-Q or K-Q-J, all you really need concern
yourself about is how many cards partner has in the
suit, rather than the added worry of whether it is
safe to even continue the suit at all.
There are actually ‘negative inferences’ to be
drawn sometimes. If for example partner leads an
ace at trick one, we can surmise that he does not
hold A-K-Q of the suit. This may well help in
building up a picture of the unseen declarer’s hand.

Varying the Signal Once Dummy Appears
There are three very important extra factors to
www.ebu.co.uk

consider, once dummy has appeared, after an ace or
king have been led:

Consider:
Qxxx

1.

2.

If the queen is visible in dummy, I suggest
that the partner of the opening leader gives
count, irrespective of whether an ace or king
is led. Some partnerships choose to vary this
depending on how long the suit is in dummy
– I do not recommend this.
a) If dummy has A-x-x and declarer ducks
the king lead . . . who has the jack? Clearly if
it is the opening leader there is no problem
whatsoever so you must concern yourself
with when he does not hold it. If declarer has
the jack, this is a variation of the ‘Bath Coup’
whereby if the leader continues the suit he
will present declarer with an extra trick. The
solution is to switch to attitude forgetting
about count on any king lead when there is a
possible Bath Coup type situation.
b) If dummy has just small cards, the same
conundrum occurs where you must switch
to an attitude signal for the same reasons as
above, e.g.
xxx
KQx

N
W

E

10 x x x

S

AJx

On the lead of the king, East must not
blindly give a count signal here – he should
give an attitude signal to prevent West fatally
continuing the suit and presenting declarer
with the dreaded extra trick in the suit.
So the rule is that a king gets a count signal
but with sight of dummy this can (and
should) change to attitude in possible Bath
Coup situations.
3.

If dummy has a singleton in the suit led,
whether an ace or a king was led, modern
theory suggests you actually give a suit preference signal rather than attitude or count.

Leads Later in the Play

N
W

E
S

AKxx

If during the play (before trumps are drawn,
perhaps) East gets on play, he can lay down the king
of this suit. When South cannot produce the ace
West can deduce that East has the ace and the king,
and should therefore give a count signal as asked. If
East plays the ace, then West should encourage
holding the king, otherwise he should discourage,
not play high-low to show a doubleton etc.
Using these types of methods allow partnerships
to start communicating more and more effectively –
while following the boundaries and suggestions I
have laid out will help to resolve most of the
problems or ambiguities which might otherwise
arise.
Next time we will look at defending no-trump
contracts and pay specific attention to the use of
‘Strong King’ leads – not to be confused with this
r
month’s subject matter!

ENGLISH RIVIERA
CONGRESS
3 – 5 July 2015
Riviera Centre, Torquay

Green
points

Swiss Teams (two sessions)
and Swiss Pairs (three sessions)
EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219
or enter online at www.ebu.co.uk/members

Most partnerships concentrate their efforts on trick
one leads and signals but you can, of course, choose
to adopt those same principles later in the play too.
www.ebu.co.uk

EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
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Top Table David Bird
DAVID BIRD has written a record 131 books on bridge. He is best known for humorous
fiction and his Abbot series has been running in Bridge Magazine for 37 years. His school
stories in English Bridge are based on masters at Highgate School, back in the 1960s. A
frequent voice commentator on Bridge Base Online, David is married to Thelma with a
daughter, a son, and two grandchildren.
When did you start playing bridge?
By good fortune not until my fourth year at
university. Consequently I didn’t screw up my
degree, unlike many student bridge fanatics.
How often / where do you play?
I gave up playing when I had a heart attack ten
years ago. I didn’t miss it at all, I was surprised to
find, so after my full recovery I never started
playing again.
What do you do for a living?
I retired early from IBM after thirty-two years of
testing system software and giving courses
around the world; I have been a full-time bridge
writer ever since. The creative side of writing a
new book is always enjoyable ─ particularly for
the fiction, where I enter the magical world of the
characters. The subsequent polishing and checking for errors and typos is hard work, taking a
long time, but it’s part of the job.
What are your favourite bridge books (apart
from your own)?
I must admit that I found many of Kelsey’s books
too difficult. I enjoyed everything that Reese
wrote and, of course, it was Mollo who blazed the
humorous fiction trail that I have followed. Many
thanks to him.
What are your hobbies?
My wife Thelma and I spend a fair amount on
long-haul holidays – four a year, alternating
between the Caribbean and the Far East. Another
big slice goes on wine and dining out. I have
written some three hundred and fifty photopacked reviews for Tripadvisor, although Thelma
claims she’s embarrassed when I take photos of
restaurant dishes. (‘You haven’t brought your
www.ebu.co.uk
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camera again, have you?’) I watch the Southampton football team when we’re in the country.
How I enjoyed their recent 8-0 win over Sunderland! I regard money spent on cars as a total
waste and drive a battered V-reg Rover 620 that
they refuse to insure for more than £195.
What do you like and what would you change in
bridge?
It’s just such a fabulous game, with a constant
stream of intriguing deals and new situations.
Marc Smith and I often share a Chinese lunch,
discussing hands; three hours go by in no time at
all. I don’t see much need for change in the game.
Which of your own bridge books is closest to
your heart (so far)?
I’m pleased with two recent books featuring
computer simulation (Winning Notrump Leads
and Winning Suit Contract Leads), where I
rejoined forces with my friend and bridge partner
from the 1970s, Taf Anthias. For a given hand on
lead, 5000 deals matching the bidding are
created. The computer then plays these deals to
determine the best opening lead. The publisher
was uncertain about the books’ prospects, and I
enjoyed his surprise when they turned out to be
two of my best sellers for quite a while!
r

BRIDGE AND GOLF
GIFTS DIRECT LTD
Large selection of bridge and golf gifts, and
bridge accessories available online at

www.bridgeandgolfgifts.co.uk
( 07853 066 582 (quote English Bridge)
E-mail: baggdirect@live.co.uk
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Prize Leads Quiz Answers
Answers to April Problems

click

by Alan Mould

beat it (Paul Bowyer, needless to say, found this
lead).
HHHHHH

Hand 1
´ K 10 9 5 2
™ K7
t 983
® A52
West

North

link

East

Hand 2
´ J8532
™ 86
t J532
® 65

South

4™
All Pass
Choose from: (a) ´5; (b) ™K/™7; (c) a diamond; (d) ®A.

This problem was sent to me by Leicestershire
player and team-mate Paul Bowyer.
(a) ´5: 10 marks. It is a myth that you should lead
passively against pre-empts to avoid giving away
tricks. What is much more likely is that declarer will
take quick discards on dummy’s high cards. In
general it is right to lead aggressively against preempts, so for me it is a choice between the black
suits. I choose a spade as that needs less from
partner to be right (essentially the ace or queen and
it is probably OK, whereas a club needs partner to
hold the king really).
(b) ™K/™7: 1 mark. Really? For what purpose might
I ask? 1 mark for novelty value.
(c) A diamond: 4 marks. For all the reasons given
above, this would not be my choice. Still it is better
than a heart!
(d) ®A: 7 marks. Again for all the reasons given
above this is my second choice, but I do prefer a
spade. At the table declarer was 1-8-1-3 with the ®K
and dummy had the tA-K so a spade it had to be to

West

North

East

South

3™

6t

All Pass
Pick your lead out of: (a) ´3; (b) ™8; (c) t2; (d) ®6.

This problem was sent to me by Manchester player
and sometimes partner Rodney Lighton. Declarer
has a very good hand and is clearly expecting to
make this contract. We have a wholly unexpected
trump trick which is good but nothing else at all, so
we need to find partner with a trick. What is the best
chance of this?
(a) ´3: 9 marks. Could be right if partner has
something juicy in spades. However, with our
length and partner needing enough for a trick,
declarer may well be short in the suit. This suggests
both (i) that there may not be a trick here and (ii) if
there is, it may not run away. Hence I just prefer a
club.
(b) ™8: 7 marks. I think this is against the odds. It
seems as if declarer is not worried about the heart
suit and so it seems unlikely this is the correct lead.

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE WINNERS:
Master: Nick Goslett,
Hove

Open:

John Cumming,
Ashtead

Sponsored by
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However, if a heart lead was right you will need a
sympathetic partner to avoid comments like: ‘I
suppose if I had opened 3® you would have led a
heart. . .’
(c) t2: 1 mark. Giving away your trump trick. No
thanks!
(d) ®6: 10 marks. This is just my choice for the
reasons given above. At the table this was rather
cruelly the winner. Declarer had:
´AK ™AK tAKQ10xxx ®xx
and dummy was 5-2-1-5 with ´Q and ®A-Q, so
declarer has twelve tricks but cannot get at them on
a club lead. I think this is all quite close (apart from
a diamond!) so have marked accordingly.
HHHHHH

North

Green
points

Holiday Inn – Peterborough PE3 6SG
t First event in the 2015-2016
Championship Series
t Qualifying Swiss Pairs on Friday
scored by match-points
t Really Easy Afternoon on Friday
for less experienced players, with
Blue Point awards

East

Pass
2®2
Pass
Pass
3NT
All Pass
1
12-14; 2 Stayman; 3 No major.

South
1NT1
2t3

Choose from: (a) ´J; (b) ™8; (c) a diamond; (d) a
club.

This problem was sent to me by Manchester player
and partner Gary Hyett, and comes from the
English Premier League. We have a fairly unappetising collection to lead from. What is the best of a bad
lot?
(a) ´J: 3 marks. This is a very aggressive lead and
there is no evidence that such a lead is called for.
Every time the spade honours are split between
declarer and dummy you have given a trick away.
Plus it only gains when declarer has both spade
honours and partner has length and can get in twice
to lead through declarer and then cash the long suit.
All very unlikely.
(b) ™8: 10 marks. I am not usually a big fan of
leading short suits but here there is plenty of
evidence that it could be right. Partner has most of
our defensive strength (assuming that you have any
chance of beating the contract) and at least four
hearts. It is also relatively unlikely to give away a
trick (though there are layouts where it will, of
course). Plus it was the winner at the table and was
www.ebu.co.uk

16 – 18 October 2015

t Two Star Pairs Finals on Saturday

Hand 3
´ A J 10
™ 84
t 10 8 3
® 97642
West

71ST AUTUMN
CONGRESS

t One-day Swiss Pairs available on
Saturday; entries also accepted for
Friday sessions only
t Multiple teams event on Sundays
EBU Comps Dept ( 01296 317 203 / 219

or enter online at
www.ebu.co.uk/members
EBU Accommodation Booking Service

( 0800 0346 246
found by, among others, multiple world champion
John Holland, so who am I to argue? Partner held:
´xxxx ™AKxxx tQJx ®x
so could just duck the heart lead (they were 3-3)
and wait for you get in with the ace of spades.
(c) A diamond: 5 marks. Neither fish nor fowl, in
my view. It doesn’t set up your long suit and it is
unlikely to be partner’s.
(d) A club: 8 marks. My second choice, but inferior
just to a heart I think. This is right if you can set up
the clubs and get access with the spade ace, but that
means partner will need some good clubs, which
increases the chance that declarer will simply have
enough winners before you can get in and cash
them.
r
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Suit Combinations
Drop or Finesse? (Part III)by Andrew Kambites
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THE saying ‘Eight Ever, Nine never’ is one particular
example of a far more widespread idea. Looked at in
isolation and without the context of a whole hand:
i)
ii)
iii)
iv)

If you are missing K-2, play for the drop.
If you are missing K-3-2, play to finesse the Q.
If you are missing Q-4-3-2, play for the drop.
If you are missing Q-5-4-3-2, play to finesse
the J (having first cashed the A or the K in case
the Q is singleton).
v) If you are missing J-6-5-4-3-2, play for the drop.
vi) If you are missing J-7-6-5-4-3-2 play to finesse
the 10 (having, if possible first cashed two top
honours in case the J is singleton or
doubleton).
Note that if you are missing an even number of
cards, i), iii) and v), it is usually right to play for the
drop, though in all these cases consideration of
vacant spaces makes the decision close. If you are
missing an odd number of cards, ii), iv) and vi) it is
usually right to cash as many top cards as possible
and then take a finesse. This time the odds are more
clearcut.
Layout A
´ A K Q 10

Layout B
™ A K Q 10

N
W

N
E

W

S

E
S

´32

™432

If you need four tricks with Layout A, cash the ´A
(in case East has the ´J singleton), return to your
hand in another suit and then finesse the ´10.
If you need four tricks with Layout B, play the ™A
K Q. Note that in addition to a 3-3 break, you also
succeed if the ™J is doubleton.

Note that the reason for playing for the drop in C is
that you not only succeed on 3-3 breaks (36%) but
also with 4-2 breaks if the tJ is doubleton. This is
one third of 4-2 breaks. A 4-2 break is 48%, so tJ-x
occurs 16% of the time. The combined total of 52%
is marginally better than a finesse, which reinforces
that while playing for the drop is best, it is marginal.
Layout D is different. This time if you play your
three top clubs you have wasted your ®10. Doubleton ®J-x is no longer helpful because the defender
with ®9-x-x-x has a winner. Playing for the drop in
this combination only succeeds if the suit breaks 33, just 36% of the time. This is far worse than a
finesse so you should start by finessing the ®10.
How would you play E below to make four tricks?
Layout E
´ Q 10 3 2

Layout F
™KJ32

N
W

N
E

W

S

´K7654

™A7654

To answer, look at Layout F, which is the same as E
except that each of the honours in E has been upgraded by one rank. In F you would cash the ™A and
then the ™K, playing to drop the ™Q. Your way of
playing E is based on the same principle of ‘nine
never’. At first sight that means you start with the ´K
and on the next round you play the ´Q playing for
the drop. But you can improve on that. Rather than
just lead out the ´K, lead up to the ´K. This gains
spectacularly if East has the singleton ´A because it
hits thin air rather than capturing your ´K.
In a similar manner, G is analogous to H:
Layout G
t Q 10 3 2

Layout H
®KJ32

N
W

Layout C
t A K 10 3 2

Layout D
®AK432

N
W

E
S

N
E

S

tK654

W

E
S

®A654

N
E

S

tQ4
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W

E
S

® Q 10

In Layout H you would cash the ®A and then
finesse the ®J. In G you should lead up to the tK
www.ebu.co.uk

and on the next round aim to finesse the t10.
Leading up to the tK first gains if East has the tA
singleton or tA-J doubleton.

If you are uncertain how to play a combination, try upgrading your honour cards by
one rank and play your suit in the same way.

Always prefer to lead up to an honour if a higher
honour is missing rather than just play the honour.
These guidelines have the merit of being very
practical. Consider Layout J:

Game All. Dealer South.
´ K Q 10 7
™AK4
t54
®AK32
N
W

N
E
S

E
S

´
™
t
®

Layout J
´J932
W

Leading up to honours rather than cashing them is
good technique even if they are masters. How do
you play 6´ on the hand below?
The lead is the ™Q:

AJ98
532
AK32
54

´Q654

Simply upgrade the queen, jack and nine by two
ranks and you have Layout H. Therefore, you should
lead low to your ´Q and on the next round, unless
high cards appear that make it obvious to do otherwise, aim to finesse the ´9. You don’t need to worry
about which distribution of the missing high cards
will allow you to escape for two losers, just do it.
Good technique allows you to escape for two losers
even in threatening breaks as in Layout K. You lead
the ´2 from dummy and the ´K appears . You next
play the ´Q, taken by the ´A, but now you have a
marked finesse against West’s remaining ´10-8.
Layout K
´J932
N

´ A 10 8 7

W

E
S

´Q654

´K

Six side-suit winners and a high cross-ruff seem to
give you an excellent chance of twelve tricks, but can
you get the detail right?
You can certainly start by taking the ™A and
drawing two rounds of trumps. If trumps were 3-2
that will leave a defender with a trump. You would
be most unlucky if a defender ruffed one of your
winners, but you can partially guard against that.
Lead from South towards the ®A, then low from
dummy to your tA. Continue with another club
towards the ®K and return to your hand with the
tK. Now cash the ™K and cross ruff the minors.
Do you see the point?
Suppose East started with three trumps and a
singleton diamond. He can ruff the second diamond.
However, if you lead the second diamond from
dummy East would be ruffing a loser, not your tK.
You could later use your tK to discard dummy’s
losing heart and still make twelve tricks.
r

COMMON MISCONCEPTIONS ABOUT THE LAWS
Gordon Rainsford debunks a few urban myths (more online, with video link, on page 65)

‘The revoke didn’t gain a trick’
The revoke laws aren’t only there to restore equity – they also contain a punitive element to help
focus everyone’s minds on the most basic requirement of the game: following suit. That means
that sometimes you will lose a trick even if your revoke didn’t gain you anything, and conversely
you might end up no better off after your opponent has revoked – though you should never
end up worse off.

www.ebu.co.uk
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Bridge News

2015 Lady Milne
WALES (represented by Susan Ingham – Aida Aris,
Maggie Pierce – Gilly Clench, Diane Kurbalija – Liz
Commins, NPC Linda Greenland) won the 2015
Lady Milne Trophy – the match between the
women’s teams of the home nations – by a small
margin, with England second and Scotland third.
The event took place from 17th to 19th April in
Birmingham.
Although Wales only won two of their five matches
they picked up enough VPs to claim the trophy.
Wales finished on 56.92, with England scoring 54.71
and Scotland 53.72. What was remarkable was that
the teams that ended first and second were both
languishing at the bottom of the table before staging
a tremendous come-back on the last day.
As hosts England were permitted to enter two
teams, and the EBU team finished fourth. Like both
England and Scotland – and indeed Northern
Ireland who finished fifth – the EBU team won
three of their five matches. It was the margins of

victory (or defeat) which decided the final placings.
The teams were: England: Sally Brock – Anita
Sinclair; Gillian Fawcett – Jane Moore; Catherine
Jagger – Sarah Teshome; NPC David Burn.
EBU: Marietta Andree – Janet Cahm; Hannah
Cornfield – Kath Stynes; Sarah O’Connor – Anne
r
Rosen; NPC Simon Cochemé.

EBU SHOP HOLIDAY IDEAS
Notepad £1.75
& Pen £2.50

on
Waddingt
k £6.99
Travel Pac

Chicago scorecards £3.99 per 100
( 01296 397851 / 317200 E-mail: bridge.shop@ebu.co.uk
or shop online at www.ebu.co.uk/shop
Prices do not include p&p, but include VAT. Offers end June 30th. No further discounts.
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Ask Gordon

Insufficient Bids et al.

by Gordon Rainsford

Email your questions to Gordon Rainsford at gordon@ebu.co.uk

click
link

Gordon, English Bridge and the EBU are not responsible if the information in the letters is incorrect or incomplete.

MIKE KAUFMAN wrote: I would be grateful if you
could clarify a point of procedure regarding an
insufficient bid. West opens 1´ and North bids
1™; West immediately says: ‘Insufficient bid’.
My question is: who is able to draw attention to
the insufficient bid? Is it not up to the LHO and
then they decide whether to accept or refuse the
bid ? Or can anyone state ‘insufficient bid’?

Anyone may draw attention to an infraction during
the auction period, after which the director should
be called. The director will then explain the
appropriate options and procedures, which will
include the option for East to accept the bid. Note
that stating a bid is insufficient neither accepts nor
rejects the bid – that is for the next-to-bid player to
do, having had the options explained by the TD.

SUSAN SHARP asks: I remember reading in the
Orange Book that the minimum a partnership
can agree to open at the one level is subject to
the Rule of 18. I thought that is what is meant
by a legal light opening bid and that anything
less is a psyche, and therefore should not be
used frequently enough to be a partnership understanding. But in Simon Cochemé’s article
on psyches in the October EBU magazine, he
seems to say that anything is allowed as long as
it is clearly noted on the convention card. Can
you please clarify?

The current document containing these regulations
is the Blue Book, which superseded the Orange Book
a couple of years ago. For Level 4 the regulation says:
Strength of Opening One-level Bids: A one-level
www.ebu.co.uk

opening bid in a suit, whether forcing or not, must by
agreement show 8+ HCP and, in first and second
position, follow the Rule of 18. Natural 1NT opening
bids must show 9+ HCP. So it doesn’t have to follow
the Rule of 18 in third or fourth position, but it does
need to show at least 8 points.
Psyches are always allowed provided they are not
fielded, but a psyche is defined as ‘a deliberate and
gross misstatement of honour strength and/or of suit
length’ so a minor deviation would not be considered a psyche. Nor would an agreement to open
contrary to these regulations be considered a psyche
– it would be an illegal agreement and would be
treated as such.

ANDREW URBANSKI writes: If dummy is missorted when put down at the beginning of the
play, such that a singleton heart is amongst the
diamonds and this is not noticed by anyone
until the fourth trick, what should the director
say and which law is applied if a) the defence
had had a chance to cash a heart trick and b)
they hadn’t had the chance?

Obviously if dummy has revoked the normal revoke
laws apply, but otherwise we can adjust using Law
12A1 (which says: ‘The Director may award an
adjusted score when he judges that these Laws do not
provide indemnity to a non-offending contestant for
the particular type of violation committed by an
opponent’) for the breach of Law 41D’ (which specifies how dummy’s hand should be displayed).
We would be looking to adjust for damage, so we
would look at how the play actually went and seek
to adjust to what we think would have happened if
dummy had been put down properly. This might be
done using a weighted score.
r
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EBED NEWS
HABS’ Secrets of Success
Haberdashers’ Aske’s Boys’ School (HABS) in Elstree, north-west London, has one of the most successful school
bridge clubs in England. Stuart Haring, a maths teacher and former pupil of the school who runs the club,
talks to Simon Barb about bridge at HABS.
Stuart, you are a very strong bridge player. Is that
a requisite for having a successful school club?
Not at all. Of course, it is helpful if the teacher does
understand the game but we’re not trying to turn
out champions. The boys gain so much simply from
participating in an activity which teaches them the
value of cooperation and gives them a real sense of
achievement. We’re all about building the child’s
self-esteem and competitive spirit.
How many pupils at the school play bridge, and
how do you recruit new players?
There are over forty-five members at present,
mostly aged from 14 to 18. The club is advertised
and promoted, but I also ask the children directly to
come along and try it. We play next to the canteen at
lunchtime, so we are highly visible. This removes a
lot of the mystery surrounding the game – anyone
can wander in and watch. I (along with colleagues
and former colleagues before me) encourage the
boys to play and, like any activity in schools, enthusiasm and success allows the club to strengthen.

the same game and better players talk through their
decisions with weaker ones to help them learn. It is
not all ‘teacher-led’, and the resources are available
to use every lunchtime, even without staff present,
so they get lots of playing time. The boys just enjoy
playing the game at whatever level they choose, and
the social aspect that there is to bridge.
You mentioned the Schools Cup. HABS has been
particularly successful in recent years.
Yes, the school has won the last six Schools Cups. We
have also won the local Middlesex C league. Some of
the team are involved in the England Junior Squad.

How does bridge compete with other activities?
There isn’t a stigma about playing bridge. The boys
applaud academic success amongst their peers, so
they are not worried about appearing ‘geeky’ by
going to a bridge club. And I coach the Under-14
rugby and cricket teams, so they can see that
cerebral and physical pastimes can mix.

What benefits have staff at the school noted?
There have been numerous advantages. Alongside
the social aspect that the boys have enjoyed, they
have developed strategic and logical thinking, to
plan ahead, choose which information to give, and
also interpret the information they receive. These
are transferable skills which can be used in their
academic work as well as being useful life skills in
the workplace. Specifically, I have received comments that the better bridge players are significantly
ahead of their peers of similar mathematical ability
when dealing with permutations, combinations,
probability and conditional probability. The better
players are also involved in teaching and setting
problems for the newer players, which develops
their leadership skills.

How do you allow for the range of abilities that
must exist in the club?
One session a week is specifically aimed at
beginners through mini-bridge. At other times,
when there is an inter-house competition, or the
Schools Cup, for example, priority is given to those
playing in those competitions. We also have a longer
after-school session where more teaching takes
place. But mainly boys of different abilities play in

How do you hope the club develops?
We are hoping to have participants from the
adjacent Haberdashers’ Aske’s School for Girls. With
help from Andrew McIntosh, we have run events in
a local bridge club involving other schools and
groups in the area, including a ‘kids’ duplicate
session to expose more to that form of the game.
That is an area I would like to improve on to get
more school children playing ‘club bridge’.
r
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COUNTY NEWS
You will find your County’s ‘Local Results’ (if submitted) and obituaries (in our ‘In Memoriam’
column) in the online magazine (page 67 onwards). These pages are also available as a standalone pdf in the English Bridge Section of the website and at www.ebu.co.uk/ click
documents/magazine/county-extra.pdf. We would also encourage you to visit your County link
website for up-to-date news and results. The websites are given in each county report.
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
IN the Northern Easter Festival Suzy Lawson
came 2nd in the Swiss Pairs and 3rd in the
Mixed Pairs. In the Devon Congress Graham
Hartley, Rob Lawy and Trevor Ward were in
2nd place in the Swiss Teams. At the National
Pairs Final, David Jones finished in 4th place
and Tim Brierley – Mike Elliott were 6th.
In the Western League the A team had another big win
against Cornwall and are hot favourites to win the Division
needing at most 5 VPs from their last match. In the B Division
there are only 10 VPs separating the top five teams, so the last
match may see some drama!

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the Green-pointed Swiss Teams
event held at the Vauxhall Recreation Centre in
Luton in March were Bedford’s Janis Maurins –
David Woulds who teamed up with Middlesex’s
Barry Murray – Linda Quigley.
Ron Davis – Pam Pearce were 8th nationally in the Portland
Pairs while competing in the Oxford heat. Peter Malpass –
Roger Kerkin were 2nd in the Ranked Regional Masters Pairs.
Alan and Saroj Ellis did well in the EBU Spring Sim Pairs on
13th April, coming 7th nationally while playing at Wardown.
Alan Cooke and partner were 2nd in the Lanzarote Congress
Mixed Pairs in February.

Get your entries in for the Green-pointed Swiss Pairs and
Swiss Teams on 20 and 21 June, and the Teams event for the
Perkins Cup on July 7.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org
IN the Home Internationals, Paul Barden –
Jonathan Mestel played for England in the first
weekend of the Camrose, finishing top of the crossIMPs; Catherine Jagger played in the Lady Milne.
In the Portland Bowl, Cambridge B (Kyle Lam, Michael
Alishaw, Freddie Illingworth, Toby Nonnenmacher, Stefan
David and Helen Holmes) beat Cambridge A in the semi-final
and Manchester A in the final to retain the trophy for the
university.
David Kendrick was 2nd in the Open Pairs at the London
Year End Congress and 4th in the Swiss Pairs at the Easter
Congress, ahead of Victor Milman, Nadia Stelmashenko,
Adam Bowden, Carina Negreanu who were tied in 10th place.
The county’s new website is now available at www.
cambsbridge.org

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
TOP two at the CI Green Point Swiss Pairs were
Howard Basden-Smith – Sue Rankin (1st) and
Gillian and Peter Pitcher (2nd).

Cornwall
Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
Ed Scerri – Gary Jones (with Jerry Harouni – Ray
Robinson from Middlesex) beat Janet de Botton’s
star-studded team in Round 3 of the Gold Cup.
At the London EBU Easter Festival, in the Swiss
Teams, Colin Simpson came 4th and Gary Jones
and Tim Rees were 6th.
Carole Mueller – David Perkins won the National Pairs
Regional Final in Solihull with Chris Mooney – David Killick
runners-up. Valerie and Mark Bannister won one of the Pairs
events at the EBU Really Easy Weekend on March 6. Well done
also to Paul Cockayne – Barry Read, 2nd in the Life Masters at
the EBU Ranked Masters Pairs.
Sam Botfield – Nigel Cooper (playing at Reading BC) and
David Grieve – Giles Brisbourne (playing at Seer Green BC)
came 8th and 10th respectively in the Club Stratified Pairs
played on Thursday 12th March.
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www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
MANY congratulations to Viv Mably – Graham
Hoare (Devon), who were third in the Exeter heat
of the Portland Pairs. They won £60 each, plus
lots of green points.
With only one match to play, against Hereford, all three
Western League teams are well placed in their divisions. The
results so far have been splendid. Out of eighteen matches
played, fourteen have been won, one drawn and three lost.
The C team remains undefeated and leads their division with
a 13.5 average match score.
Sadly, John Heath has died from cancer. Obituary to follow
with the next magazine.
Diary dates: entries for the Cornwall Congress – at the
Falcon Hotel, Bude, on September 18-20 – are already coming
in. This year the Championship Pairs will be on the Friday,
with Green-pointed Swiss Pairs and Teams on Saturday and
Sunday. Entries to Chris Bickerdike as soon as possible, please.

www.ebu.co.uk

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
OUR Congress was held at the end of March in the Hydro
Hotel, Bowness, overlooking the lovely lake Windermere.
Janet Sheppard, our Congress Secretary for the last sixteen
years, stood down and she was thanked for her sterling work
arranging and organising the Congresses. Cumbria Chairman, Trevor Ward, presented her with a token of thanks and
appreciation. Babs Matthews will be our new Congress
Secretary.
Congress Results: Friday Open Pairs: David Sheppard –
Andrew Clery; Ladies’ Pairs: =1. Sue Woodcock – Maureen
McConkey – Rosemary Jackson – Marjorie Swan; Gents’ Pairs:
Ian Smith – Adam Aitken. Swiss Teams: Babs and Tim
Matthews, Joyce and Bill White. Congress Championship Pairs:
Ian Reeves – Tony Bartlett. Consolation Pairs: Linda Smith –
John Halliwell. Champagne Pairs: Catherine Draper – Michael
Prior.
Congratulations to all the winners.

Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
HARRY Madden has been selected for the first
ever England U15 Team and will represent our
country in Tromsø in July (in the European
Championship). He also came second in the U19
Pairs (at the Easter Festival in London) partnering
Daniel Winter from Yorks.
Forthcoming competitions: our popular Swiss Teams
event has just started (runs fortnightly for twelve sessions)and
we have a new Swiss Pairs event running throughout the
summer starting on May 20 (runs fortnightly for six sessions);
all teams/pairs are welcome, it is not compulsory to play in all
sessions. This year we have a new Green Point organiser so if
you are interested in playing in either our Swiss Pairs on
September 26 or our Swiss Teams on September 27 please
contact Ian Blake (igblake@aol.com).
Contact the DCBA secretary (jimparker@totalise.co.uk) if
you are interested in the above events.
Playing in the county: details of events scheduled by our
county association can be found on our website www.
bridgewebs.com/derbyshire

Diary date: Sun June 14, AGM and Swiss Teams.
Full details of all events and results are on the website.

Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
CONGRATULATIONS to Mark Hooper –
Krzysztof Ginda who finished 2nd at the
National Pairs championship. A great result
being in the top two throughout the weekend. They also won
the Regional Final at Leatherhead.
Congratulations to Mark Hooper – Ron Heath who
finished in the prizes in the Swiss Pairs at the Devon Congress
and with team-mates David Gill – Eugene Sheehan finished in
the top ten in the Swiss Teams.
Diary dates: June 21, Dorset Green-pointed Teams, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna, Wimborne. July 19, Dorset
Green-pointed Pairs, Hamworthy Club, Canford Magna,
Wimborne.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to all of the following:
National Pairs Regional: 5th, Paul Mollison – Bernie
Hunt; 7th, Simon Moorman – David Piper, both
pairs qualifying for the Final.
Bedford One Day Green Point Teams: 3rd=, Chris Chorley,
Paddy Murray, Richard Perryman and Mike Wren.
Portland Pairs: 33rd, Martin and Sandy Smith; 35th, Laurie
and Stephanie Burtt.
Easter Really Easy Pairs: 3rd, David and Jean Cannan; 7th,
Iris Ireton – Mary Downes.

Devon
www.devonbridge.co.uk
THE DBA AGM will take place at the Isca
Centre on Sunday, June 14 followed by Swiss
Teams. Full details will be on the website and
notices at clubs. As always the County and
sections would welcome new volunteers to help with
everything.
Once again the Devon Congress was almost sold out with 56
tables in the pairs and 59 in the teams. The Swiss Pairs was
won by Rob Cliffe – Alan Mayo (London and Essex), who
overtook Clare Hamon (Devon) and Robert Dixon in the last
match, and the Swiss Teams was won by Torquay members Ian
Walsh, Peter Bowles, Mike Orriel and Jacek Pietrzycki.
Congratulations to Gillian Fawcett, Jane Moore, Warner
Solomon and Ian Walsh on winning the Swiss Teams at the
Avon & Wiltshire Green Point Weekend in March; and to
Warner Solomon on finishing 2nd in the Portland Pairs with
Caroline Macpherson (Somerset).

www.ebu.co.uk
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London Easter Congress: Swiss Pairs: 2nd, Tony Verran.
Sim Pairs: British Spring Pairs: Wed: 1st, Alan Cohen – George
Wilcox. Mon: 5th, Ray Clarke – Charles Matthews; 32nd, John
Sutcliffe – Len Williams. Club Stratified Sims: Mon: 7th, Simon
Moorman – Peter Oake; 15th, Brian Davies – Val Mollison.
Diary dates: June 7, George Curtis Teams. June 21,
Warboy’s Cup and Club Pairs. June 28, Pro/Am Pairs. July 8,
Summer Seniors Pairs. July 18–19, Essex & Herts Green Point
Weekend.

Gloucestershire
www.gcba.org.uk
WE are putting a lot of effort into our Youth
Bridge work. We have had useful talks with
Alison and Joan in Oxfordshire, and we want
other areas to know what we are doing so that
we can share good practice and learn from each other.
We are holding a Youth Summer workshop in July and a
Learn Bridge in a Weekend for teachers in the holidays too.
Details from Ro Kaye via the GCBA website. Ideas welcome.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
PORTLAND Pairs: Lilian Lamont – Mike Fithyan,
winners of the Bournemouth heat and 6th
nationally. National Pairs Regional Final at Bristol:
Miles Cowling 2nd. Devon Congress: John Jones –
Adrian Fontes, joint 4th in the Swiss Pairs; John Dakin, 4th in
the Swiss Teams. Wilts/Avon GP Swiss Pairs: 3rd, Miles
Cowling – Bob McRobert; 4th, Lesley Lewis – Dave Willis. Beck
Cup (Oxfordshire’s Invitation Teams of Four): 1st, Christine
and Richard Ray, Karen Dewar – Gary Reynolds. Chiltern
League Teams of Four: 1st, Michael Beer; 2nd, Peter Cherrett.
Diary date: Jun 7, AGM and Ranked Pairs, Romsey. Entries
via HIOW website or Steve Preston on ( 02380 702934.

Herefordshire

Photo: Richard Sissons

www.herefordshirebridge.co.uk
THERE have been mixed fortunes in the Western League.
With six of the seven matches played, the A Team have lost
two and are 3rd, the B Team have won two and are 6th, but the
C Team have won five and still have a chance to win the league.
Two Herefordshire pairs (Sarah Mathews – Peter Watts and
Stephen Booth – George Richardson) qualified for the
National Pairs Final from the Bristol Regional Final.

The Glos & Herefordshire Green-pointed Swiss Pairs &
Swiss Teams will be held on July 18-19 at the Larruperz Centre,
Ross-on-Wye. Entry forms are on both counties’ websites.
Full results of all county competitions are on our website.
Diary dates: July 18-19, Gloucestershire & Herefordshire
Green Point Events, Larruperz Centre, Ross-on-Wye. Sept 4,
Annual General Meeting, 7pm, Much Birch.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Helen Robinson –
Mark Westley who won the Portland Pairs (see
page 62).
Diary dates: July 18, Green-pointed Swiss
Pairs, Wodson Park, 12 noon, Ware. July 19,
Green-pointed Swiss Teams, 12 noon, Wodson Park, Ware.

Kent
www.kcba.org.uk
MANY congratulations to John Amor – Peter
Taylor winners of the EBU Easter Festival London
Swiss Pairs ‘A Flight’. A heat of the Portland Pairs,
held at Tunbridge Wells, was won by Epsen and
Helen Erichsen. Christina Davies – Elizabeth
Laurent won the EBU Club Stratified Sim Pairs on Wednesday
11th March, playing at Maidstone Bridge Club (photo below).
There are some additions to the Archive pages on the website with biographies of Bill and Gay Bright, John Cullingworth,
and revised biographies of Frere Allnutt and Philip Brook.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
CONGRATULATIONS to Nick and Sue
Woodcock, Stuart Clarke, Bill Carr on winning
the LCBA Knockout Teams of Four and earning the
right to represent Lancashire in the Pachabo Cup.
Diary dates: June 27-28, President’s Cup, Spondon Bridge
Club, Derby. July 12, Lancashire v Cumbria, Lytham Bridge
Club. Aug 3, Preston Pairs, Preston Bridge Club.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
CONGRATULATIONS to Ben Norton who
was in the EBU Under-20 team which won the
Peggy Bayer Trophy.
Final County Teams result: March 29, Home
vs Derbyshire – 1st team won 14-6, 2nd team lost 8-12, 3rd
team lost 2-18. Final league positions are: 1st team (Dawes
League) – 7th place; 2nd team (Porter Cup) – 6th place; 3rd
team (Markham Trophy) – 6th place.
Portland Pairs: Ian Bruce – Pat Watson won the Solihull
heat and this placed them in 23rd position overall.
Diary dates: June 10, LCBA AGM & Presentations,
Greenfields. July 18, Green Point Pairs, Spondon. July 19,
Green point Teams, Spondon.

Lincolnshire
Christina Davies (left) and Elizabeth Laurent from Maidstone
Bridge Club, winners of the Club Stratified Sim Pairs event
on Wednesday 11 March 2015.
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www.lincsbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to David Dichmont (17), Aaron
Hutton (17), Anne Hutton (15) and James Buman (13) (photo

www.ebu.co.uk

on page 42) who represented the Queen Elizabeth Grammar
School, Horncastle in the national Schools Cup at Loughborough Grammar School. They were the only state school to
take part in the event and they played very well to take 2nd
place. This after only twelve months tuition! Thank you to the
teachers from Louth Bridge Club.
Diary dates: June 21, County AGM, Dunholme Village
Hall, followed by AGM Pairs. No table fee.

up spot in the Manchester One-day GP event in March.
Diary dates: June 4, Liverpool Open Teams, LBC. June 11,
Jim Davies Swiss Teams, Heswall BC. June 21, Match v
Derbyshire. June 25, Bridge4Fun, MBC. June 27, President’s
Cup, Derby. June 30, Bill Hughes Sim Pairs. July 27-30 British
Summer Sim Pairs.

Middlesex
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

London

IN the London Easter Congress Janet de Botton –
Artur Malinowski won the Championship Pairs.
In the National Pairs Final Tony Waterlow and
Waseem Naqvi came 3rd.
Please visit the county website which has an
extensive competitions calendar.

www.metrobridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONs to Mike Bell who won the
Pairs at the Yeh Bros in Shanghai (page 43). Also to
Jasmine Bakhshi who won the Under-19 Pairs,
Michael Alishaw and Toby Nonnenmacher who
won the Portland Bowl (page 38), Angus Simpson – Claire
Robinson, 2nd in the Masters Pairs, Marion Robertson – Mike
Bell, 3rd in the Portland Pairs, Tim Chanter – Helen
Wildsmith, 3rd in the National Pairs Regional Finals. Well
done at the Easter Festival to Anita Sinclair, David Gold,
Andrew Robson, Zia Mahmood who won the Swiss Teams,
with Heather and David Bakhshi 2nd and Tom Townsend
3rd; Matt Harman who won the Really Easy Pairs; Tom
Townsend – Mark Teltscher, 3rd in the Championship Pairs;
Mark Davies – Richard Creamer, 3rd in the Swiss Pairs A; and
John Hitchman, 2nd in the Swiss Pairs B.
The 2015 Lederer Trophy was won by the England Open
team of Andrew Robson, Tony Forrester, David Gold and
David Bakhshi; 2nd were the de Botton team with Ireland and
the Gold Cup Winners equal 3rd.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Michael Byrne –
Mike Bell on winning the Yeh Bros Pairs in
Shanghai (see page 43). They dominated the
final, finishing 136 IMPs clear of 2nd-placed
Paul Hackett.
Manchester University A team lost in the final of the
Portland Bowl for university teams (see page 38). Very well
done to Kirstyn Fuller, Mitchell Dytham, Kelvin Lau, Max
Sampson (and Alex Combe in an early round).
Alan Mould – John Holland had a successful weekend in
the Northern Easter Festival. They were 2nd in the Open Pairs,
3rd in the Swiss Pairs and won the Swiss Teams with Gary
Hyett and Willie Crook. Joint 2nd in the Swiss Teams were
Nicholas Greer, David Debbage, John Parsons and Ed Levy.
Diary dates: Sun June 7, Summer Intermediate Pairs,
Altrincham. Sat July 18, Michelle Brunner Memorial Trophy,
Manchester. Sun July 19, Manchester Green Point Teams,
Altrincham.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
IN the North Wales Spring Congress Bob
Pitts – Barry Jones finished 2nd in the Swiss
Pairs and David Stevenson – Liz Commins
were 3rd. Bob and Barry then joined up with
Pairs winners John Salisbury – Mike Tedd to win the Teams.
Barry and Bob also won the North Wales Pairs event for the
Laszlo Trophy. Paddy Murphy – John Hampson were 2nd.
Well done to Chris Pope – Peter Kaufmann for their runners-

www.ebu.co.uk

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THIS year’s Norfolk Congress at the Wensum
Valley Hotel in Taverham was a great success with
players travelling from all round the UK – and
even one player from Bulgaria!
Congress Secretary Maureen Kimbley said: ‘I
thoroughly enjoy being part of our organising team, as well as
taking part. We offer a friendly and convivial weekend for
players of all standards. If you’ve never dared to try a
Congress before, just start with Friday afternoon and/or
evening, though we’d love you to book the whole weekend.’
Congratulations to Paul Hutchings who has won the
Masterpoint Trophy 2014 Norfolk Unranked, Club Masters and
District Masters. Paul, who has only been playing bridge for
four years, paid tribute to his regular partners Diane Walker
and Graham Ware for helping him progress – not to mention
long-suffering wife Sue for her patience, encouragement and
support when she first played with him at bridge clubs.

North East
www.neba.co.uk
WE are pleased to congratulate the NEBA Team
of Val Gibson, John Atthey, Bill March and Clive
Owen on their outstanding success in reaching
the national knockout final of the Hubert Phillips
Bowl. The final, which will be against the 2014 winners, will
be played in late July/early August.
Regrettably the Newcastle Bridge Club Congress will not
now take place in 2015 but it is hoped that members will
continue to support this event in future years.
We announce that John Dobson, Scorer and Webmaster at
Bishop Auckland Bridge Club, took on the role of NEBA Press
Agent from the beginning of the year.
Diary date: the 2015 NEBA Congress is again to be held in
the splendid bridge facility at the Marriott Metro-Centre
Hotel from 6-8 November. All main events, Saturday Swiss
Pairs and Sunday Swiss Teams, will be green-pointed.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
IN the final Eastern Counties League match of
the season against Cambridgeshire, the A team
won 16-4, the B team won 11-9 and the C team
won 18-2. The A team finished the season in
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2nd place and the B team in 3rd place. The C team won their
division and will represent the Eastern Counties in the
National Inter-County Leagues Finals.
Congratulations to Robert Miller – Daniel Baines for
winning the Grand Masters Pairs.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
NOTTS finished the county season with close
matches against Leicestershire (11-9, 10-10 and
2-18) and Derbyshire (12-8, 20-0 and 6-14).
Next season starts against Oxfordshire (10th
May) and Warwickshire (28th June).
Nationally Willie Crook starred winning the Harrogate
Swiss Teams and the Northern Easter Festival Teams as well as
qualifying for the National Pairs Final with Daniel Crook.
John and Irene Auld won the Leicestershire Green Point
Pairs and came 7th in the Portland Pairs. Congratulations also
to Kyle Lam who captained Cambridge B to win the Universities Championship for the Portland Bowl (see page 38).

Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Aleksandar Lishkov –
Chris Wilson (photo below) on winning the
National Masters at the EBU Ranked Masters Pairs.
Aleksandar’s team were 2nd in the Swiss Teams at
the Harrogate Congress.
At the Bedfordshire Swiss Teams, Paula Hopkinson, David
Patterson, Hugh Thomson and Mike Webley were 2nd. Rob
Dixon came 2nd and David Southcombe 3rd in the Swiss
Pairs at the Devon Congress. At the Norfolk Congress in March
Judy Wesselbaum – Ruth Kim won the Markwell Trophy.
Congratulations to the county teams who won the Dawes
and Porter Leagues. and were 2nd in the Markham League in
the Midlands County League this year.
Hampshire won the Beck Cup, Oxfordshire’s Invitation
Teams of Four.
Freddie Illingworth and Laura Covill played in the England
team which retained the Peggy Bayer Trophy. Freddie was also in
the Portland Bowl winning Cambridge B team.
Diary dates: Tue June 9, OBA AGM. Sat & Sun June 13-14,

Oxfordshire Congress. Thurs July 16, OBA Management
Committee.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Caroline Macpherson
who came 2nd in the Portland Pairs out of
hundreds who entered the competition.
Andrew Robson returns to Somerset on
November 19 to present two seminars at the
Webbington Hotel.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
DAN Crofts is the man in form. After winning
the Premier Grand Masters with Jason Hackett he
went on to win the Shropshire Congress Teams,
with Ed Levy in the team; 2nd was Richard
Horsley’s Derbyshire team. Dan finished 3rd in the Pairs, with
Manchester’s Rodney Lighton – John Currie and Brian
Nicholls – Keith Shuttleworth ahead of him. Pat Embrey –
John Higgs won the No Fears section with Judith Griffith –
Shirley Redford 2nd.
On the international scene Paul Hackett, with Ireland’s
Tom Hanlon, picked up the US$10,000 second prize in the
Yeh Bros Cup in Shanghai (see page 43). Paul also won the
Seniors’ Teams in Belfast.
Diary dates: June 10, Mixed Pairs Championship, 7.15pm,
Wolverhampton BC; contact Judy Mitchell on 01743 235374
or email mitchellmj@btinternet.com

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
DEBBY Sutcliffe – Maria Allnutt, David Wiseman –
Eric Wright, Sarah Farr – Nick Farr all qualified to
represent Suffolk in the Corwen Trophy. Team Price
(David and Jenny Price, Jane Moore and Rosemarie Mascall)
have qualified to represent Suffolk in the Pachabo.
Jane Moore was part of the England team that finished a
close second to Wales in the Lady Milne.
Diary dates: Sun July 5, Club Players Championship,
Stansfield. Wed July 15, Senior Pairs, Clare.

Surrey

Photo: EBU

www.surreycountybridge.org.uk

Oxfordshire’s Chris Wilson and Aleksandar Lishkov, winners of
the National Masters at the EBU Ranked Masters Pairs
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TONY Quilley – Richard Rule won the Regional
Masters at the Ranked Masters Pairs.
Brian Gladman was runner-up in the Flighted
Swiss Pairs at the London Easter Festival. Jamie
Muller was also a runner-up, in the Under-19 Pairs at the same
event.
A team containing Jeffrey Allerton, Frances Hinden and
Graham Osborne won the London One Day Green Point Swiss
Teams.
Among the winners of the Pairs at the Really Easy Weekend
Spring Break were Ruth Rettie – Dilwyn Edwards.
Diary dates: Sun June 14, AGM Swiss Pairs, 1pm, Ripley;
please remember to bring your own tea. Enter via the Surrey
web site or contact Frances Trebble (01252 679883 or email
f.trebble@ntlworld.com

www.ebu.co.uk

www.sccba.co.uk
THE Gladys Hakki Trophy is awarded annually to a
Sussex member who has given outstanding service to
county and club over a number of years. This year’s
very worthy winner is Bob Whiting, pictured below
being presented with the ‘trophy’ by SCCBA
Chairman Andy Ryder at the SCCBA AGM. His
actions speak louder than any words but a written record of
his achievements is set out on the county website and is a
continuing inspiration to us all.
Diary dates: Sun June 7, 40th Candles Congress, Henfield.
Sun June 28, SCCBA Venture Pairs, West Sussex BC. Sun July
19, EBU/SCCBA Green Point Swiss Teams, Crowborough.
Entry forms and more information on the SCCBA website.

Warwickshire
www.warwickshirebridge.co.uk
DENNIS Gough had more than his fifteen minutes
of fame when, as part of the ‘Five Diamonds’ team,
he beat the Eggheads on the BBC 2 programme of
the same name (see page 40).
The Markham team having retained the Inter
County League Trophy will now compete in the final on 28th
June. Good luck to them.
Diary dates: Sun June 7, Mentored Novice Pivot Teams,
1pm, Stratford. Sun June 14, Introducing Duplicate Play,
1.30pm, West Mids. Sat June 27, Non-Expert Pairs (0-10 years
experience), 1.30pm; Frank Cup – Handicap Teams &
Goodman Qualifier & Cock O’ County Butler Pairs Challenge
12 noon, and the AGM at 4.00pm; all events at West Mids.
Wed July 1, Ann Ormond Pairs, 7.15pm, Moseley. Thurs July
9, Seniors Pairs, 1.30pm, West Mids. Fri July 17, City of
Birmingham Cup – Butler Pairs, 7pm, West Mids.

Wiltshire

Photo: Sussex CBA

www.wcba.co.uk
IN the Wiltshire & Avon Green Point
Weekend in March, congratulations to Pat
Davies – Katharine Hodgson for winning the
Pairs; joint winners for the Teams were Gillian Fawcett, Jane
Moore, Warner Solomon, Ian Walsh and Sonia Blandy,
Georgie Dalton, David Hale, Brian Johnson.

Bob Whiting of Sussex being presented with the Gladys Hakki
‘trophy’ by county Chairman Andy Ryder.
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The KO is starting earlier this year and should be under
way by now. Also, a reminder for Wiltshire members to enter
their teams for next season’s leagues by July 1st.

Worcestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
AS the current season draws to a close, we look
forward to some important changes, which are
intended to make some of the county
competitions more accessible to our members, in
the new season. The most significant of these is
that the County Closed Teams has now been made knockout
throughout and we expect that eliminating the need to play in
a qualifying round will enable a larger number of teams to
compete.
In the County League, there was an increase in the number
of teams playing in the No-Fear divisions, which have proved
extremely popular, last season. As more teams choose to play
their matches in the daytime rather than the evening, we
expect that the number of teams entering this very sociable
and enjoyable series of matches will continue.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
CONGRATULATIONS to Daniel Winter, who has
been selected for England in the Under-15 section
of the European Youth Teams Championship, to be
played in Tromsø, Norway, in July.
Bill Townsend – Tony McNiff won the EBU’s
Northern Pairs; Ian and Julie Grant were in the winning team
in the Leicestershire Swiss Teams, and Cheryl and Dave
Duddell were fourth in the EBU’s Portland Pairs.
At the Northern Easter Festival, in the Swiss Pairs Alan
Jarvis – Suzy Lawson were 2nd; Phil Morrison – Tom Cohen
were 5th.
Phil Godfrey – James Thrower won the National Pairs Final
(picture below).
Diary dates: June 10, Affiliated Clubs Teams, Tickton. June
14, Castle Swiss Pairs, Huddersfield. June 18, John Gerrard
Sim Pairs.June 19, AGM, Bradford. June 21, Malton Teams,
York. July 1st, Peter Littlewood Pairs, Bradford. July 5,
Newcomers’ Pivot Teams, Bradford. July 12, Waddington Cup,
Leeds. July 19, Flitch, Doncaster.
r

Photo: EBU

Sussex

Yorkshire’s Phil Godfrey and James Thrower,
winners of the National Pairs Final.
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Club Bidding Quiz
Answers to Questions on Page 36
W

Hand 1
´ 864
™9
tAQJ53
®J976

N

E
1´

S
2™

?

2´. Although partner may have
only four spades, with three-card
support and a singleton, raising is
best. If the opponents compete further, as is likely,
this is far more helpful than making a negative
double. Your hand is too weak to respond 3t.

Hand 2
´ KJ
™ K 10 4
t J 10 9 5 4
®J73

W

N

E
1t

S
2t1

?
1

Majors

3t. If South had passed, a limit
jump raise would have been a
slight stretch. You can certainly afford to stretch in a
competitive auction to avoid being shut out. Partner
knows that you could bid one of the opposing suits
if you had a better hand.

Hand 3
´ KQ9732
™KJ7
tA4
®Q3

W
1´
?

N
Pass

E
2®

S
Pass

3´. With 15 HCP and a decent
six-card suit, you should jump in
your suit. Partner will usually
have 10 points or more, which will give you enough
for game. A simple rebid of 2´ does not do the hand
justice; you would do that with an ace less.

click

by Julian Pottage
W

Hand 4
´K
™ K75
t A 10 9 7
®KJ984

N

link

E
1t

S
Pass

?

2®. A jump raise to 3t suggests
ca. 11 points and would be nonforcing. Unless you play inverted
raises, delay showing support. Even if you play 3´ as
a splinter, that is not ideal when the singleton is the
king. 3NT with a singleton is not ideal either!

Hand 5
´ 62
™ A532
t J 10 7
®A753

W

Hand 6
´ AQ97
™A
tKJ43
®QJ52

W

N
1®

E
Dble

S
1´

?

2™. This is what you would have
bid had South passed. The bid is
no longer a jump but you are
bidding freely and above the level at which partner
forced you to bid, so you are showing some values.

N
Pass

E
Pass

S
1´

?

1NT. For a 1NT opening, you
would not want to have a
singleton. This is less of an issue
with a 1NT overcall because you expect the
opponents to lead the suit bid. The alternative is to
pass, perhaps in the hope of doubling 2™ on the
next round. Passing would not be as attractive,
though, if the opponents were not vulnerable. r

PORTLAND PAIRS
THE Portland Pairs was won by Mark Westley and Helen Robinson of Hertfordshire. The mixed pairs
event was held across multiple venues around the country, and Mark and Helen, who played at Welwyn
Garden City and won their heat by over 11%, achieved 66.13% when the event was scored nationally.
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Online Extra
Common Misconceptions about the Laws
– by Gordon Rainsford
1. ‘Dummy can’t revoke’
Dummy can revoke, but Law 64B3 tells us
there is no ‘rectification’ for such a revoke.
However, as with any other established
revoke, if the non-offending side are
damaged by the revoke then the director can
adjust the score under Law 64C to restore
equity.
2. ‘It was in the same breath’
This phrase is not used in the Laws, and the
important thing when correcting an
inadvertent call or designation is not so
much how quickly you do it, but whether or
not you changed your mind. Changes of
mind are not allowed however quickly you
make them.
3. ‘The revoke didn’t gain a trick’
The revoke laws aren’t only there to restore
equity – they also contain a punitive element
to help focus everyone’s minds on the most
basic requirement of the game: following
suit. That means that sometimes you will
lose a trick even if your revoke didn’t gain
you anything, and conversely you might end
up no better off after your opponent has
revoked – though you should never end up
worse off.
4. ‘Play on’
Law 68D tells us that play should cease
whenever a claim or concession is made, so
if your opponent tells you to play on, you
should instead call for the director because

that is the proper way for your opponent to
contest your claim. If you do carry on and
play, that may be considered to provide
evidence in clarification of your claim, so if
you play on and get it wrong you might well
be ruled against even if your claim would
normally have been considered valid.
5. ‘Make it good’
The law about insufficient bids is a good deal
more complex than this and you should
always call the director to ensure that both
sides’ interests are protected. You may be
able to correct an insufficient bid under Law
25 if it was unintended, but otherwise your
LHO has the option to accept it. If it’s not
accepted and was not unintended, then the
complicated and unpopular Law 27 will be
applied. If you have made a premature
replacement before the director has ruled,
you may well find your options limited.
6. ‘It’s North’s responsibility’
Actually, the only thing for which North is
specifically made responsible by the laws is
moving the boards at the end of the round.
When scoring with Bridgemates we have a
regulation that either North or South is
responsible for scoring, and either East or
West is responsible for checking. Otherwise,
a pair which is stationary at a table is
primarily (though not solely) responsible for
proper conditions of play. Don’t expect to be
able to blame the other pair if you go to the
wrong table!
r

The EBU has created a series of videos to help club Tournament Directors deal
with some of the more commonly occurring situations. Click here to view.

www.ebu.co.uk

click
link
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Online Extra
Bridge Club Live Fun – by Barrie Partridge
EVERY year, a reunion is organised at which
members of Bridge Club Live meet up for a long
weekend, sometimes in the UK and sometimes in
Europe. This year’s gathering was at Chesford
Grange Hotel in Warwickshire and Bridge Overseas
assisted with the event organisation.
Apart from several sessions of bridge and a
session of home-grown entertainment, we usually
have a couple of bridge seminars. Gilly Cardiff from
London (and not Cardiff!) presented an excellent
insight into signalling and, in the absence of our
usual expert, Ed Scerri, I dipped my toe in the water
with a theme of everyday squeezes. This featured
mostly squeezes with the odd pseudo-squeeze I had
come across at the table during the preceding few
weeks, but I was indebted to James Ramsey of
Harrogate for providing, for my finale, details of a
superb squeeze played online:

´
™
t
®

Love All. Dealer East.
´ 873
™32
t J 10 3
®AQJ95
10 5
´ QJ96
N
94
™ Q 10 8 7 5
W
E
Q9752
tA64
S
10 8 3 2
®4
´ AK42
™AKJ6
tK8
®K76

After a Strong Club sequence which revealed only
that North had some clubs and some values, South
jumped to 6NT, which is clearly not the best
contract. West should lead passively but instead led
t5 to East’s ace and the t4 was taken with the tK.
Without the diamond lead, declarer has to play the
diamonds himself (leading the tJ), and hope that if
East has the tA, he goes up with it, or else that West
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has the tA but not the tQ, and wins with the ace
of diamonds, or else the count cannot be rectified
for a squeeze.
After this fortunate start, with the count rectified,
South set about his squeeze. He cashed ´A-K, ™A
and four clubs to reach this ending before leading
his final club from dummy:

´
™
t
®
´
™
t
®

—
9
Q97
—

8
3
J
9
N

W

E
S

´
™
t
®

´
™
t
®

Q
Q 10 8
—
—

4
KJ6
—
—

East had to keep the ´Q so let go of the ™8, so South
threw the ´4 and then led the ™3, finessing against
the ™Q and making the last three tricks in hearts in
hand. For this squeeze to have worked, even after
the fortunate start, East had to have started with the
™Q with three or more other hearts and also, either
the tQ or to have started with four spades. As they
say, if you need a particular layout, you have to play
for it!
Back in the club, two of our regular major events
finished recently. Both events featured more than
eighty pairs, each playing several matches of eighteen boards. IMPs League Winners were Ed Scerri
and Gilly Cardiff, and Swiss Pairs winners were
Lizzy Godfrey and Marion Robertson of London.
Bridge Club Live is the only online bridge club
based in the UK. EBU Master Points are awarded for
most events.
For fast, fun and friendly bridge, do join us at
www.bridgeclublive.com
r
www.ebu.co.uk

COUNTY NEWS – LOCAL RESULTS
Avon
www.avoncba.org.uk
THE County Mixed Pairs was won by Mike
Clew and Deb Ogilvie. The Page team has
won Division 2 and the Montgomery team
has won Division 3. Division 1 is still
undecided. The KO Plate has been won by the
Rickard team.

Bedfordshire
www.bedsbridge.co.uk
WINNERS of the BBA County Pairs Final held
in February were Janis Maurins – David
Woulds. Winners of the Inter-club Teams-ofEight were Milton Keynes, represented by David
Woulds – Janis Maurins, Ron Davis – Lynne
Emmett, Rita and Brian Keable, Iain Roberts – Alan Oddie.
Winners of the BBA Swiss Pairs were Anne and David Gilling
and the BBA Seniors’ Pairs event was won by Bernard and
Margaret Eddleston. Well done to all concerned.
Diary dates to note are the Champions’ Trophy on
Thursday June 11 (for those who qualify) to be played at
Wilstead starting at 7.30 pm. The BBA Green-Pointed Swiss
Pairs event is to be held at Wilstead on Sunday June 21 with a
12 noon start. For further details, see the BBA website.

Berks and Bucks
www.berks-and-bucks-cba.co.uk
THE county Men’s Pairs was won by Barry Read –
Paul Cockayne, who are having an excellent
season, and the Ladies’ Pairs by Carole Mueller –
Carol Humphreys. The County Pairs was won by
Dick Davey – Ed Scerri, the Mixed Pairs by Joan
Murphy – Bob Holder, the Flitch by Herb and Carole Mueller,
and the Seniors’ Pairs by Ed Brennan – Charles King-Farlow.
The Committee Cup, the Club Teams Championship, was won
by Dinah Lintott, John Slater, Gillian Lonsdale and Andrew
Lintott representing Thame. Congratulations to all.
The final of the County Teams Championship is between a
Berks team (Hawkes) and a Bucks team (Davey), with the
winners to represent the county in the Pachabo in June.

Cambs and Hunts
www.cambsbridge.org
KNOCKOUT Teams: Curtis (Catherine Curtis, Paul
Fegarty, Jon Cooke and David Kendrick) beat Jagger
in the final.
County Pairs: 1. Paul Fegarty – Catherine Curtis,
2. Julian Wightwick – John Liebeschuetz, 3. Jon Cooke – Paul
Barden.
County Individual: 1. Eddie Humphrey, 2. Fred Langford,
3. Stephen Goodwin.

www.ebu.co.uk

Channel Islands
www.cwgsy.net/community/cicba/
COUNTY Pairs Final: 1. Hugh Bacon – Tuula
Lehtinen, 2. Chris Hill – Jane Knight.
CI County Teams: in the Jersey semi-final Youd
beat Basden-Smith. They will now play the final
against Daniel McIntosh, Alex Gauld, Robert Plumley, Susie
Farnon, Rudi Falla and Mike Bane.
County Mixed Pairs: top two qualifiers in Jersey were:
1. Chris Hill – Jane Knight, 2. John and Fiona Honey; and in
Guernsey: 1. Robert Plumley – Susie Farnon, 2. Jacqueline
Crispini – John Mauger.
District – Jersey CICBA, Winter Cup: 1. Jane Knight,
2. Howard Basden-Smith. Club – Highfield: Winter Cup:
1. Howard Basden-Smith, 2. Robert Brouard. Drawn Pairs:
1. Robert Brouard – Fiona Honey, 2. Chris Hill – Aline
Staples.
Clubs in Guernsey: the Island Bridge Club Teams was won
by Dan McIntosh, Alex Gauld, Rune Hauge and Robert
Plumley.

Cornwall
www.bridgewebs.com/cornwall
JUNE Fitness – Eileen Collings won the Ladies’
Pairs from Frances Barker – Sandra Bickerdike.
This is June’s second win this season – she and
Cyril Harding won the Mixed Pairs. John Harnett
– Barrie Benfield won the Men’s Pairs from Mike Booth –
Colin Pote, and Jo Bryant – Geoff Warren, tied for second
place.
The strong Helston team of Rod Bell and Richard Draycott,
Chris Bickerdike and Geoff Warren, Sandra Bickerdike and
Linda Radford, Owen Prior and Colin King, won the Club
Teams of Eight for the third consecutive year, with Penzance
runners-up.

Cumbria
www.bridgewebs.com/cumbria/
Winners of the Cumbria events are: IMP Pairs: Terry
McCarron – Philip Walker. Simple Systems: Alison
Armstrong – Merle Smith. Dave Mullany Trophy (highest
winning score of the two Cumbria Sim Pairs): Mike Howse –
Mike Ollerton with 68.16%. Cumbria Pro Am Teams: Brenda
and George Bullimore, Glenda Lloyd, Peter Boardman.
Multiple Teams: Mike and Sally Ann Rothwell, David
Strawbridge, John Farmer. Cumbria Championship Pairs:
Terry McCarron – Philip Walker. Inter-county Teams of Eight:
Barrow. Swiss Pairs: Simon Smith – Tony Bartlett.
Diary dates: June 21, Cumbria v Westmorland friendly
match, Carlisle. July 12, Pearce McNamara, friendly Cumbria
v Lancashire, Lytham. Sun Aug 9, AGM, Keswick.
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Derbyshire
www.bridgewebs.com/derbyshire
WINNERS of recent DCBA competitions: the
Winter Plate (played over ten sessions Sept-Mar)
was won by Brian Elliott, Amanda and John
Sowter, and Ian Hall.
Teams of Eight Leagues winners 2014-15:
Division 1, British Rail A; Division 2, Derby B; Division 3,
Allestree Red; Division 4, Glen Morangie; Division 5, Ripley D.
Play with an Experienced Player (draw made for partners):
Jean Lawrence and Derek Turner.

Hertfordshire
www.hertsbridge.co.uk
THE Desmond Flockhart Trophy was won by
Mike Hancock, Anne Flockhart, Dave Walker,
Alan Kay, Maria Budd, Malcolm Harris, Bill
Thurl, Mike Robson of Welwyn Garden City.
The Senior Pairs was won by Jill Mumford –
Mike Robson. The Marjorie Lukyn Charity Cup winners were
Barbara McKinnon – Howard Morgan.
Congratulations to all.

Kent
Dorset
www.bridgewebs.com/dorset
WEYMOUTH College Trophy: 1. Phil Norman,
Krzysztof Ginda, Janet Smith, Mark Hooper;
2. Avis Robertson, Pam Hirst, Chris Stevens,
Clive Russell; 3. Hannah Kearns, Hilary Brain, Keith Bartlett,
Barrie Cantello.
Garden Cities Qualifier: 1. Allendale B (John Gardner, Margot
Wilson-Gardner, Daphne Philipps, Alan Wilson, Jeremy
Dhondy, Mike Pownall, Krzysztof Ginda, Mark Hooper).
Gee Trophy: 1. Chris Stevens, Ann Sharples, Helen Ackroyd,
Tim Dunsby; 2. James and Shirley Dutton, Rod Marks, Geoff
Fogg; 3. Mary Osmond, Jo Whitty, Joe and Judy Petran.

Essex
www.essexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to all of the following:
Thorpe Bay A team (Richard Register, Tanya
Genthe, Allan Greenstein, Paddy Murray) who won
the Ray Cornell Trophy, and Mid Essex Bridge Club
(Bernie Hunt, Paul Mollison, Peter Oake, Simon Moorman,
Alan Aylott, Jon Ward, Steve Cade-Bowyer, Gary Howchen)
on qualifying for the Garden Cities Regional competition.
Tony Philpott – John Williams on winning the Spring
Seniors, with Dennis Valtisiaris – John Sutcliffe (2nd) and
Chris Chorley – Paddy Murray (3rd). The winner of the
Seniors Cup for overall performance in the three Seniors’
events is Tony Philpott.
Ian Moss – Mike Graham on winning the Essex Championship Pairs, Paul Spencer – Marc Chawner (2nd), Stephanie
and Laurie Burtt (3rd), and Patrick O’Gara and Wendy
Coldham (4th), all of whom qualified for the Corwen Trophy.
Also congratulations to Marcia Levan-Harris – John McCoy
on winning the Consolation Final and to Alaric Cundy
– Chris Megahey on winning the qualifying heat.
The inaugural B Flight event was won by Terry Burney –
Godfrey Chasmer, with Vaughan and Linda Jenkins 2nd.

Hants and IoW
www.bridgewebs.com/hiwcba/
POTTAGE GP Pairs Final: Steve Preston – Miles
Cowling. Valentine’s Mini Swiss Teams: Dave
Huggett, Steve Preston, Christine and Richard
Ray. Solent Cup (K/O Teams of 8): Petersfield.
Basingstoke Cup (Restricted K/O Teams of 8): Titchfield.
Hicko (Restricted K/O Teams of 4): Petersfield.
Diary date: Jun 7, AGM & Ranked Pairs, Romsey. Entries
via HIOW website or Steve Preston ( 02380 702934.
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www.kcba.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to all our Kent
competition winners: Michael Prior – Keith
Ashcroft winners of the Larsky Cup for the Kent
Premier Pairs Championship; runners-up,
Keith and Robin George. Dave McVey – Doug
Andrews, winners of the George Griffiths Cup for the Kent
Seniors Pairs Championship; runners-up, David Burgess
and Lionel Shields.
Diary dates: Sun June 28, Brook Shield (Area League
winners). Sun July 12, Phillimore Cup (Kent Swiss Pairs
Championship), 11am, and KCBA AGM, Tunbridge Wells.

Lancashire
www.bridgewebs.com/lancs
LCBA Hector Barker Pivot Teams: 1. Barrie and
Julia Newall, Judy Brearley, Pauline Holden. NonExpert Team: 1. Yvonne Dickinson, Gill Armstrong, Jenny Coupe, Geraldine Rankin.
LCBA KO Teams of Four: 1. Nick and Sue Woodcock, Stuart
Clarke, Bill Carr.

Leicestershire
www.bridgewebs.com/leicestershire/
INTER-CLUB Teams of Eight League: Divisional
Winners: Div. 1 – County ‘B’; Div. 2 –
Loughborough ‘A’; Div. 3 – County ‘E’; Div. 4 –
Ashby ‘B’.
The Joseph’s Bowl Final (Championship Teams of Four
Knockout) was won by Tony Odams’ team (Paul Bowyer,
Duncan and Kerri Happer, Jim Mason, Dick Pathan), who
defeated the Wright team in the final. The third-place play-off
will be between Myles and Krantz.
The Leicestershire Cup was won by Susan Bowyer’s team
(Paul Bowyer, Jim Mason, Duncan and Kerri Happer, Simon
Stokes) who defeated the Cook team in the final.
The Leicestershire Plate was won by John Myles’ team (Len
Clayton, Dennis Davis, Jackie Wilkes) who defeated the
Beasley team in the final.
The Leicestershire Pairs League has completed its fourth
season. Divisional Winners were: Div. 1 – Brian and Sheila
Stockdale; Div. 2 – Marjorie Gilbertson – Pat Watson ; Div. 3 –
Peter Halford – Mick Mahoney; Div. 4 – John Bee – Mary
Johnson.
The Leicester Mercury Trophy for students was won by Gilly
Clear – Janet McEwan.
The Stanley Trophy (Butler Pairs Championship): after six
of the seven rounds Tim Glover – Peter Neville lead with Ian
Bruce – Mick Mahoney in 2nd place.
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Lincolnshire
www.lincsbridge.org.uk
BAINTON Trophy: 1. Ron Wall – Brian Smith; 2. John and
Gerry Petherick; 3. Chris Phillips – Alan Millington. In the
Garden Cities Trophy, Scunthorpe BC beat the City of Lincoln.
Annual Championships: Pairs Final winners were Maurice
Ladlow – Mo Parsons; the Consolation Pairs was won by Roy
Hughes – Dennis Mellor. Teams Final winners were Andy
King, Ron Wall, Mo Parsons, Maurice Ladlow; the Consolation
Teams was won by Ted and Brenda Goodacre, Brigid Hughes
and Sylvia Bunton. The Veterans Cup was won by Ron Wall –
Brian Smith.

Merseyside/Cheshire
www.mcba.org.uk
THE County Ladies’ Teams event for the Jean
Keen Trophy was won by Joan King, Pat
Crossley, Mui Fellows, Lollo Murthwaite; the
runners-up were Dorothy Hislop, Lucy Jones,
Anne Davies, Dorothea Gilbert.
In the Eric Howarth Trophy (County Open Teams) the local
foursome of Peter Hall, Danny Miller, John and Pauline
Rudolf finished in 2nd place behind winners Babs Matthews,
John Farmer, Bill and Joyce White.

Middlesex
London
www.metrobridge.co.uk
THE ODGP Swiss Pairs in March was won by
Allison Green – Glyn Liggins, with Barry Stoker
and Gordon O’Hair 2nd and Heather Dhondy –
Brian Callaghan 3rd. The ODGP Swiss Teams was
won by Graham Osborne, Frances Hinden, Philip Wood and
Jeffrey Allerton with previous two-time winners Paul Hackett,
Roger O’Shea, Justin Hackett and Jason Hackett 2nd and
Dinah Caplan, Dessy Malakova, Marion Robertson and Mike
Bell 3rd.
The Garden Cities heat was won by the Young Chelsea BC
team of Paula Leslie, Roger Gibbons, Peter Taylor, Ingar
Hansen, Richard Hillman, Richard Bowdery, Andy Bowles
and Shireen Mohandes,
The London Championship Pairs was very close at the end,
with Victor Silverstone – Brigid Battiscombe winning by a
whisker from Debby Sandford – Gad Chadha, with David
Williams – Paul Russell 3rd.
The London Trophy Pairs was won comfortably by Bill
Linton – Carrie Eden with Charles Moore – Kate Woodruff
2nd and Philip Watson – Rita Desmarais 3rd.

Manchester
www.manchesterbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Alec Smalley, Tom
Slater, John Currie and Royce Alexander who
won the League finishing with an emphatic 30-0
victory against Bare Bones. This is the first
league win for all four players in their first full season in their
current line-up. St Titus (Michael Byrne, Michael Newman,
Alan Mould, Gary Hyett, Rodney Lighton, Ollie Burgess) were
2nd.
In Div. 2 DASH (Ken Hassell), North Star (Mike Hart) and
Leaders with Attitude (Jeanne Bayly) are promoted –
congratulations. In Div. 3 Sedgely (Bernard Kaye) have won
the division with a fine average of 23 VPs. In Div. 4
Manchester A (Ray Ashleigh) and Altrincham Z (Roy
Higginbottom) are promoted. In Div. 5 Davenport (Derek
Bailey) are promoted. In Div. 6 Enigmas (Heather Saunders)
are champions. In Div. 7, 3 Reds and a Rebel (Annie Curtis)
have won the division.
Green Point Pairs: winners of the annual MCBA Green
Point Pairs, by a large margin, were Alan Nelson – Jeff Smith
with Peter Kauffman – Chris Pope of Merseyside in 2nd place,
again well ahead of third; congratulations to Stephen Ward –
Chris Hine who came 3rd belying their Intermediate status.
Rodney Lighton and John Currie won their last match 20-0
and leaped a large number of places to finish 4th.
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www.middlesexbridge.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Suren Velayutham –
Rasool Somji on winning the County Championship Pairs; Peter Hasenson – David Sherman were
2nd and Anne Rosen – Jeremy Dhondy finished
3rd.
Well done to Pauline Cohen – Joanne
Waterman who won the County Ladies’ Pairs;
Frances Liew and Belinda Bridgen were 2nd with Daksha
Malde – Jayoti Shah finishing 3rd.
All results, diary dates and much more information can be
found on the Middlesex County Bridge Association website:
www.middlesexbridge.co.uk

Norfolk
www.bridgewebs.com/norfolk/
THE Hudson Cup is our qualifier for the Corwen
Trophy; this year’s winners were Peter Ison – Jane
Aylett. We wish them and the two other qualifying
pairs every success at the next stage.
Our ‘less experienced’ pairs weekend featuring
the Barbara Dick Cleland and Buxton trophies was marred by
a problem with the scoring programme so that the wrong
winners were announced on the day. Congratulations to Tina
Potter – John Savery and Karen – Gary Seaman, and our
apologies to those whose hopes were raised only to be dashed.
The Norfolk Congress is the big event of the year; turnout
was slightly down on last year and there are too many winners
to list them here! Instead our thanks to Congress Secretary
Maureen Kimbley and TD Martin Lee, who will not be
returning next year when we will be organised by Gary
Conrad.
The North Walsham Trophy Swiss Teams event attracted
thirteen teams and was won by the new County Chairman,
Sue Gill and her team of Graham Hardman, James Tullett and
Andrew Brown.
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North East
www.neba.co.uk
FOLLOWING an extremely close contest in the
final of the Chronicle Cup in February, victory
went to Bodhan Hnyda – John Eglington
(57.13%) just edging out Damian Hassan – Bill
March (56.89%). Third place was taken by Inga and Neil
Aiston. Clear winners of the Chronicle Plate were Nichola
Cockerill-Smith – Beverley Godfrey who finished more than
6% clear of the field.
Team Gibson beat Team Muir in the final of the North
Eastern League and go on to represent NEBA in the Pachabo
Cup. The winning team comprised Val Gibson, Bill March,
John Atthey, Julian Gibson and Clive Owen.
In March, the winning team in the final for the Kempson
Vases was Inga and Neil Aiston, Don Reid and David
Brickland, 19 IMPs clear of Pat Barton, Graham Cox,
Catherine Longley and John Moor. Congratulations go to all
successful players.

Northamptonshire
www.bridgewebs.com/northants/
THE Alastair Brodie event was an enjoyable day.
The trophy was won by Gill Webb – Brian
Churchill; 2nd were Chandra Ramamoorthy –
Trevor Thrower, with 3rd place taken by Terry
and Mary Knights. The Teams event in the evening was won
by Marlene Jones, David Banks, Liz Coltman and Simon Few;
2nd were Doreen Simpson, Alan Coker. Lynda McNally and
Aman Ansari; in 3rd place were Luszek Lubaszewski. Maggie
Jones, Jim and Nicky Bainbridge.
Congratulations to the following teams who have won
their divisions in the Inter-club League: Kettering A in Div. 1;
Kettering B in Div. 2; Rugby Village in Div. 3 South; Stamford
D in Div. 3 North.
The Broke Cup was won by Jim Deacon, Daniel Baines,
Chris Wormleighton, and Robert Miller. The winning margin
was 26 IMPs and the team will represent Northants in the
Pachabo.
The Betts Bowl was won by Richard Gibson, Eifion Jones,
Ian James, Maggie Jones and Malcolm Orr-Ewing.
The Eden Cup was won by Mike Trask – Mark Tilley; 2nd
were Jim Deacon – Chris Wormleighton, with 3rd being Tony
Hough – Robert Miller. These three pairs will represent the
county in the Corwen.

Nottinghamshire
www.bridgewebs.com/nottinghamshire
LLOYD Eagling – Wendy Walker became county
Mixed Pairs champions in January and Mark
Goddard – David Hodge won the Journal Cup to
be County Pairs champions in April. The County
Teams champions were again Willie Crook, Rob
Sharpe, Sandy Fulton, Mark Goddard and David Hodge.
The four county Teams of Eight Leagues ended with
victories for Nottingham Gambit, Retford B, Nottingham A
and Retford C.
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Oxfordshire
www.oxfordshirebridge.co.uk
OXFORDSHIRE members are invited to the
County AGM on Tuesday 9th June at the Oxford
Bridge Club and are reminded that there is still
time to enter the Oxfordshire Congress on June 13
and 14.
The OBA Swiss Teams was won by Gillian Lonsdale, John
Clifford, Clive Keep and Nigel Wilkes.
Central Yarnton Bridge Club held an event as part of Night
of the Stars 2015 (see page 41) and raised £205 locally for four
charities.

Somerset
www.somersetbridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Yeovil BC who won the
Inter-club competition; Langport were the runnersup. Twelve clubs competed with pairs and team
events.

Staffs and Shrops
www.staffsandshrops.org.uk
BEARN Final: 14 pairs played 39 boards over the
afternoon and early evening. The winners were
Roger Keane – Dave Beavon; 2nd Annette
Lucas – Mike Cornes; 3rd Pam Booth-Jones –
Tony Leech. These players qualified to represent the county in
the Corwen Trophy.
The League Championship was won by Geoff Davies, Robin
Adey, Geoff Feltblower, John Day and Peter Cartwright.
Winners of the Staffs Cup, and thus qualidying for the
Pachabo, were Dan Crofts, Ed Levy, Barbara, Justin and Paul
Hackett, who beat Kath Adams, Anne Jones, John Seymour
and Nick Thorne in the final.
Diary dates: Wed June 10, Mixed/Flitch Championship
Pairs, 7pm for 7.15pm start. Entries to Judy Mitchell, ( 01743
235374, email mitchellmj@btinternet.com by the previous
Sunday. Holders: Monica Scott – James Vickers.

Suffolk
www.suffolkbridge.co.uk
CHAMPIONSHIP Pairs Final: 1. Debby Sutcliffe –
Maria Allnutt; 2. David Wiseman – Eric Wright;
3. Sarah and Nick Farr. Championship Pairs SemiFinal: 1. David and Jenny Price; 2. Roger and Jill Tattersfield;
3. Debby Sutcliffe – Maria Allnutt.
Team Price (David Price, Jane Moore, Jenny Price and
Rosemarie Mascall) beat Team Carey (Malcolm Carey,
Barbara Carey, Phillip Edwards, Anne Edwards) to win the
Championship Teams Final by 43 IMPs.
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Surrey

Worcestershire

www.surreycountybridge.org.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to Graham Osborne –
Frances Hinden who won the County Pairs Cup,
and Paul Shannon – Nick Browne who won the
Plate.

Sussex
www.sccba.co.uk
MANY congratulations to all the winners at the
Spring Congress held at Uckfield. Dave Franklin,
Chris Jepson, Martin Pool and Nigel Urban won the
Multiple Teams; Robert Hirst – Edmund Barter won
the Basic Bridge Pairs and Chris Jepson – Neil Watts
won the Mixed Pairs.
The clear winners of the Swiss Pairs on the second day were
Matthew Read – Philip Hunt. The winners of the Non-Expert
prize were Kim Booth – Carole Nicholas-Booth.
Winners of the Blue-pointed Swiss Teams on the final day
were the Surrey team of Frances Hinden, Paula Leslie, Jeffrey
Allerton and Graham Osborne. The winners of the Boreham
Salver for the best-placed Sussex team were Jill Skinner, Chris
Jepson, Jeremy Willans and Neil Watts.
Congratulations too to the Horsham team (Andy Morris,
Gerry Stanford, Mick Carrington, Martin Pool, Graham and
Berry Hedley, Duncan Curtis and Dave Franklin) who won
the county Teams of Eight.
A big ‘well done’ to the winners of this year’s Sussex Pairs,
Harold and Cecily Linfield, and to the winners of the Mixed
Pairs, Nigel Urban – Liz Hoskins. Also congratulations to
David Towell from Horsham BC who won the final of the
Sussex Individual.

Wiltshire
www.wcba.co.uk
CONGRATULATIONS to the winners of our
recent various events: Sonia Blandy, Georgie
Dalton, David Hale, Brian Johnson took the
honours in the County KO event. Ambrose Holmes-Mackie –
Hugh Gross came first in the Championship Pairs. Tessa
Attwater – Tony Reed won the Chairman’s Cup after a wellattended AGM.
League winners were teams headed by Keith Williamson for
the Premier, Chris Dixon for League 1 and Paul Winstone for
League 2.

www.ebu.co.uk

www.bridgewebs.com/worcestershire
THE season is drawing to a close and winners of
the major competitions are being announced.
In the Charity Rubber Bridge KO, Glen
Thorney – Martyn Hills beat Jessie Newton –
John Turner in the final. The Phillips Series was
won by Richard Jephcott – John Sansom, with Maureen
Ledger – Mike Vetch winning the Phillips Handicap Final.
Mike Willoughby – Stewart Fishburne have won the Pairs
Ladder and the Grand Prix Teams has been won by Worcester
Grant.
Winners of the County Championship Pairs were Roger
Bowles – Simon Harrison, with Joyce Skelton – Ross Garratt
in 2nd place and Martin Gill – Paul Slater in 3rd. The Club
Championship Pairs was won by Suzanne Griffin – Rufus
Ulyett, representing Droitwich BC, with Joyce Skelton –
David Thomas, representing Worcester BC, in 2nd place and
Eve Doyle – Terry Blackman, also of Droitwich, in 3rd place.
The County Mixed Pairs was won by Jane Morton – Stewart
Fishburne, with Jane and Dick Rutter in 2nd place.

Yorkshire
www.ycba.co.uk/
MARGERY Cartwright Simultaneous Pairs: 1.
Robert Ross – Richard Edwards (Leeds); 2. Roman
Gembicki – Frank Littlewood (Beauchief); 3. Kevin
Hawkins – Denis Murphy (Huddersfield); 4. Judith
Biles – June Manning (Olicana); 5. Ian Johnson –
Carol Heron (Garforth).
Yorkshire Golf Clubs competition: in a close finish to the
final, Moor Allerton B (Godfrey Jackson, Henry Irving,
Howard Senior, Michael Sandpearl) overcame their fellow
club players Moor Allerton A, with Harrogate A not far
behind. In the Plate final Doncaster C defeated Doncaster D.
Newcomers Pairs: 1. Anthony Taglione – Terry Hainsworth;
2. Vivienne and David Goodman; 3. Richard and Ann Barton;
4. Gillian Almond – John Ryan. 5. Paul Kaufman – Mary
Clark.
Scarborough Congress: Ladies’ Pairs: Janet Latham – Agnes
Baxter; Mixed Pairs: Ray Hutchinson – Pauline Cooper; Men’s
Pairs: Frank Littlewood – Glyn Foley; Championship Pairs:
1. David Lewis – Martin Carlile, 2. Frank Littlewood – Glyn
Foley, 3. Agnes and Peter Baxter, 4. Janet and Ted Latham,
5. Jim Proctor – Roger Taylor; Championship Teams:
1. Richard Hilton, Pauline Cooper, Margaret Allison, Tricia
Pearce; 2. David Wilson, Mark Ballantine, Ian Cook,
Waldemar Maciejewski; 3. Janet and Ted Latham, Agnes and
Peter Baxter.
r
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In Memoriam
GEORGE WILCOX (Essex). Alan Cohen writes:
Regretfully I lost my long-time bridge partner,
George Wilcox. For many years he was the Chief
Tournament Director and then became the ViceChairman of Thorpe Bay Bridge Club. Sadly George
died on 16th April, aged 88. He was regarded by all
as the perfect English gentleman and all who knew
him will miss him terribly.
My everlasting memory is of the delight on his
face a week prior, when I told him we had taken
overall first place in the Wednesday heat of the
British Spring Sim Pairs with 73%.
PO SHING LEE (Essex). It is with great sadness that
we have to announce the death of Po Shing Lee at
the age of 44. Although Po had not played bridge in
Essex for several years and only moved to Essex
around fifteen years ago, in that time he had good
results in county and national competitions, played
in the county team and served on the committee as
‘School Liaison Officer’ for a number of years. He
was also involved in online bridge, working with
‘Bridge Club Live’. Po was a graduate of Trinity
College, Cambridge. Our sympathies go to his
widow and son.
ARTHUR BOWYER (Leicestershire). It is with great
sadness that the LCBA has to announce the death of
Arthur Bowyer at the age of 91.
Arthur first joined the Leicestershire CBA way
back in the 1950s. He played bridge for many years
with distinction. He formed successful partnerships
with Ralph Crane, Arthur Bloxham, his son Paul
and Ken Ford. He played in the Dawes League teams
on many occasions, and was a regular entrant in the
local LCBA events.
His son Paul tells us that many of the tributes that
have been made to his family have used the word
‘gentleman’ to describe his father. That is an old
fashioned word but it sums up a thoroughly decent
man of old-fashioned virtue. He will be missed.
He leaves behind his wife Zoe, two sons and two
grandchildren.
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BARBARA COOKE (Staffs & Shops), who died on 10th
April 2015 aged 95, was a long-time and very
popular member of Stafford Bridge Club playing
regularly at the club until recently. Originally
Barbara accompanied her husband, Basil, to help
with making the tea for Basil’s lessons. Barbara
‘listened in’ to the lessons and soon became a
convert to bridge herself. Barbara was elected an
honorary member of the club in 2000. Club
members play for the ‘Cooke Bowl’, a trophy
presented to the club by Basil in 1993, which is
awarded annually to the member earning the most
master points over that year.
DETTA BENTLEY (Surrey), who has died aged 79, was
a very fine player who played both club and county
bridge to a high standard. She also won many events
nationally including the National Ladies Pairs
partnering Angela McCready. She was also a muchloved bridge teacher, both at Wimbledon and on
cruises. Sadly her last years were marred by
Alzheimer’s and she survived her husband Peter
(obituary in the April English Bridge, page 36) by
only six weeks.
DEREK ENEAS (Surrey), who has died after a short
illness, was a very good club player who won many
tournaments. He played mainly at Chipstead,
Bletchingley and Selsdon.
He was noted for his friendly and uncritical
behaviour at the table. Derek had been a maths
teacher and also a very fine tennis player.
GILES FOSTER (Yorkshire). Members will be sad to
learn that Giles Foster passed away on Monday 23rd
February. Giles had not been well for the past few
years but had continued to be able to get out and
play his very much beloved game of bridge. His
most recent successes were Mixed Pivot Teams in
December 2014 and the Yorkshire Pairs in
February – very welcome final accolades to such a
distinguished local and national bridge career.
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